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A "Jump Start" orientation
will begin the latest series of
Parent Power workshops at 6
p.m. Tuesday at the University Church of Christ.
The theme of the new series
will be "Families That Communicate."
Kim Hendon from the Murray Family YMCA will assist
with the orientation. A sandwich meal will be provided afterward.
Free childcare and children's
activities are provided, as is
transportation when needed.
Transportation can be arranged
by calling 762-7333.

Pattonr
,endorsed
retaining
area code
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Paul Patton was among
the small number of people
who asked the Public Service
Commission to let eastern Kentucky keep the 606 area code
when it was carving out a new
dialing scheme_
Patton. who is from Pike
County and served as that
county's Judge-executive for a
decade, cited his economic
development concerns in his
letter, a copy of which was
obtained by the Advocate newspaper of Danville.
According to PSC executive
director Helen Helton. Patton's
letter was one of 11 letters
voicing their views on the issue
of whether the Lexington-northern Kentucky area or eastern
Kentucky should get a new
area code and which of those
two areas should keep the 606
area code

FRANKFORT. Ky (AP) —
Neither the Republican nor the
Reform Party candidates have
raised enough money to launch
broad advertising campaigns in
their efforts to replace Democratic Gov Paul Patton.
All three candidates in the
November election filed campaign finance reports with the
Kentucky Registry of Election
Finance last week
Martin and her running mate,
Wanda Cornelius, raised $5.384
in July Their total for the general election is now $10,579.
Galbraith and running mate
Kathy Lyons reported raising
$2,125 since their campaign
began last month.
Meanwhile, the slate of Patton and Lt. Gov. Steve Henry
raised $39.300 during July.
That increased the total the
slate has raised for the general election to $86,450.

Tonight Clear Low in the
lower 60s Near calm wind
Tuesday Partly sunny High
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By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
_ Reform Party gubernatorial candidate Gatewood Galbraith came early and stayed late, U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell barely made an appearance at all and Jesse
Ventura's campaign manager mingled with the crowd.
The 119th Fancy Farm Picnic may have produced
some interesting sights, but it appeared to do little to
change the current landscape of Kentucky politics.
As usual, there were moments of inspired political
ribbing, most notably when U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield, the
picnic's first Republican emcee in history, was greeted
by signs from Democrats that read, "We dressed Florida-style to make you feel at home."
"I want to welcome all the people from California
and Florida who came down," said Brian Roy, who
could face off against Whitfield for the 1st District congressional seat should he defeat Lee Steers in next
May's Democratic primary.
McConnell, meanwhile, arrived at the picnic just minutes before the political speaking began and then hurried away immediately after finishing his speech.
While McConnell's speech included numerous zingers
directed toward Democrats Al Gore and Hillary Clinton,
he did not include a much-needed endorsement for Peppy
Martin, this year's Republican gubernatorial candidate Although the
attendance was smaller and
in Kentucky.
ed were ready to support their candidate
McConnell decided instead to focus on Washington
politics, skewering the first lady's recent interview in
-Talk" magazine that said her husband's affair could be
linked to abuse he suffered as a child.
"All of you men in the audience must remember:
Bill Clinton is a trained professional," McConnell said.
"Men, do not try this at home. It will not work."
Of the three gubernatorial candidates, only current
Gov. Paul Patton was able to produce the kind of rabid
audience participation Fancy Farm has been know for
in the past.
Assailed by chants of "No gas tax!" from Republicans, Patton launched into what has become a familiar
topic for him - the importance of government in people's lives.
_ "The government is not the. enemy," Patton said..
"The government is the way we organize ourselves."
Patton pledged that he would continue to provide aid
to Kentucky's farmers, even though he has been sharply
criticized for his handling of Kentucky's $1.54 billion
trust fund set aside for tobacco farmers.
"It's been very sobering to come into this agricultural part of the state and see (it) suffering," Patton
said. "We're going to help our neighbors."
Even though Patton's promises to farmers provided
ammunition for Galbraith and Martin, neither could seem
to generate the type of crowd support Patton did.

EDDIE SHERIDAN/
Ledger & Times photo
State Sen. Bob Jackson
of Murray made the
rounds
Saturday
at
Fancy Farm. capping off
a
busy
week. Last
Wednesday, a fund-raiser/reception was held in
Mayfield to kick off his
re-election campaign. In
addition to drawing constituents from his district, Gov. Paul Patton
and former Gov. Edward
T. Breathitt were in attendance.

See Page 3 for
photo coverage
of Fancy Farm.

Department looking at health of Paducah workers h,

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Energy Department is conducting
a medical review of workers at
hadUäëbiisDiffusion
plant in Kentucky in response to
allegations that thousands of workers were unwittingly exposed to plutonium and other highly radioactive metals.
Energy Secretary Bill Richardson said Sunday that he ordered
the immediate medical review of
current workers and a study of
workers' medical history since the

1950s. which come in addition to
a program already monitoring the
health of some former workers.
owe a great debt to the
workforce at Paducah, and we are
fully investigating these issues,"
Richardson said in a statement,
adding that an inspection team sent
to the plant in June found no
imminent threat to public health,
worker safety or the environment.
The Washington Post reported
Sunday that while similar nuclear
contamination has happened at other

sites in the past, the Paducah case tuel, the paper said.
was different because workers there
Citing its own investigation and
did not know they were handling sealed court documents. the Post
plutonium. Instead, they thought said radioactive contaminants from
they were dealing only with ura- the plant spilled into ditches and
nium, which is much less potent, eventually seeped into creeks, a
the Post said.
state-owned wildlife -area and priUnsuspecting workers inhaled vate wells.
the more dangerous radiation in
Plant workers contended in court
the form of plutonium-laced dust documents that radioactive waste
brought into the plant for 23 years. also was deliberately dumped into
beginning in the mid-1950s. as nearby fields, abandoned buildings
part of a government experiment and a landfill not licensed for hazto recycle used nuclear reactor ardous waste, according to the

story.
Richards-On said he has ordered
happened. who was responsible
and how such problems could be
prevented.
He is also askirw. the National
Academy of Science's Institute of
Medicine to look at the relationship between hazardous exposures
and illnesses in workers at Paducah and other Energy Department
sites.

Schools having difficulty
filling teaching vacancies

BERNARD KANE'Ledger & Times ohoto
A LITTLE RAIN HELPS...Calloway County received some much
needed rain Sunday. Although it was enough to help revive
some local flowers, the crops are still in need of a good soaking.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Parts of
Kentucky were bathed in nearly an inch of
rain, but it-ill do little to ease the summer drought.
Carol Nation, the owner of Tower View
Farm in Jeffersontown, said most of Sunday's rain passed her area all together.
doing little more than dampen the ground.
"We need rain bad," she said.
Kevin Jeffries, an Oldham County farmer.
said it would take at least an inch and a

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — It's no mystery oversees teacher certification, so far has
issued
to Ken Rosenbaum why schools in Kentucky 36 emergency certificates for the coming
school
are having trouble filling vacancies for math and year. up from 29 during the same period
last
science teachers.
year.
"Primarily, the talent in science and math is
Most of those are for special education teachbeing sucked up by industry, which offers three ers, who work with an extremely challenged
stutimes the salary and better opportunities," said dent population and are burdened with federal
Rosenbaum,' a retired science-- teacher who heads and state paperwork. Many are also for math
the Kentucky Science Teachers Association. "Edu- and science.
c
'doesn't offer them enough incentives."
"It's not the ideal but we can be assured that
Although the state does not lack teachers these people are moving ahead to get their ceroverall, the federal government considers math tification," said Susan Leib, director of the stanand science, as well as special education, to be dards board. "But our goal is to have no emer"shortage areas." Positions in rural areas are gency certificates out there, period."
proving the most difficu,' to fill.
That's far from the case at Knox Central High
Every year, desperate school districts apply School. With little more than a week before
for emergency certification for teachers. That allows school starts, Principal Allen Storie said, nearly
teaching certificates for people %ill) may not 150 kids are''signedup to take chemistry and
itave finished their 'preparation hours or don't physics. and he can't find anyone to teach than.
have Kentucky certification.
The state's Professional Standards Board. %% hich

rain did little to ease drought
half of rain to help his crops, especially
his soybeans, which have been damaged
by the hot, dry weather. He said he got
less than a quarter-inch overnight Saturday.
"When the sun comes out. you won't
be able to tell it had much effect," he said.
By Sunday night, 0.78 of an inch of
rain had fallen at the National Weather Service's Louisville office, in southern Jefferson County.
Earlier in the day. when the total was

only 0.19 of an inch, Rob Cox, a meteorologist for the weather service. said. "We'd
have to have quite a bit more to break the
drought. We're far from that.Rainfall across the state varied.
The highest rainfall totals were recorded in Covington, which had 0.87 of an
inch, and in Bowling Green, where 0.99 of
an inch fell.
Eastern Kentucky, where the drought is
most severe and water shortages have forced

rationing in some areas, received little rain:
Jackson. for example. got 0.11 of an inch.
and London 0.27 of an inch.
More rain isn't in the forecast until
Wednesday evening, when a low-pressure
system and a cold front are expected to
move through, bringing some rain. Cox
said.
But that won't be the kind of heavy
showers needed to end the drought, he said.

Nurse shortage forces
hospitals to recruit

•

ASHLAND, Ky. (AP) — A
shortage of nurses is driving some
hospitals to recruit in foreign countries.
King's Daughters' Medical Cen- •
ter in Ashland will need 150 experienced nurses within the next 30
months to staff various expansion
projects, hospital Chief Executive
Officer and President Fred Jackson
said.
"We always try to hire American nurses when we can," Jackson
said. "It's just that there's not
enough out there that are willing to
change hospitals after five or 10 or
15 years and move their entire family.
"And if we get them right out of
nursing school, it takes them a couple of years for them to really know
what goes on," Jackson said.
Within the past month, the hospital has turned its eyes across the
border for nurse recruits.
A team of four hospital employ ees recently went to a job fair in
Toronto on a recruiting trip.
The hospital sent a doctor, a
nurse and two human resources
people with a stack of applicationsand •told-them: "Don't-eetne - back
until you hire your 50," Jackson
quipped.
The hospital is working with
nurse-search companies to recruit
overseas, Jackson said. He said Indonesia looks like a promising

Other American hospitals have
recruited nurses from the Philippines. Wages in American hospitals
are very attractive to overseas
workers, Jackson said.
Cindy Keeney, executive director of the Kentucky Hospital Association's Center for Nursing and
Allied Health Professionals, wasn't
surprised to hear of King's Daughter's Medical Center's international
recruiting.
With 92 percent of actively licensed nurses in Kentucky now
employed, Keeney said, there just
aren't that many looking for work.
"It's easy to see we're going to
come into major problems in a
short period of time." Keeney said.
Keeney moderated a panel discussion in July on the issue in Louisville, a city she said would feel
the pinch very soon. A managedcare company recruited to come
there has promised to employ 700
to 800 nurses. "We have administrators now who are panicked,"
Keeney said.
Health care officials say the
shortage has become more of a
problem because the state's hrisliitals are treating sicker patients.
Some nurses have left their traditional place beside the hospital
bed for other opportunities — quality assurance. infection control,
home health care.
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-We say all of the tobacco settlement should go to farmers,"
Martin said. "Lottery money to
health care and tobacco money for
farmers."
Martin, reading from a prepared
speech, seemed rattled at times by
Democratic supporters' chants of
"four more years."
Galbraith, along with running
mate Kathy Lyons, was mingling
with picnickers as early as 11
a.m., well before the political
speeches kicked off at 2 p.m.
Rather than trying to attack with
one-liners and barbs, Galbraith
chose to address the larger topic
of the problems of the current
two-party system.
"The Republicans abandoned
their own theory of less taxes and
smaller government," Galbraith
said. "The Democrats have abandoned the working people of the
state."
After Galbraith's speech, however, the crowd of listener's thinned
considerably, and by the time lieutenant governor candidates Steve
Henry. Wanda Cornelius and Kathy
Lyons took the platform, much of
the electricity was gone.
One of-the-most-interesting personalities at the picnic, however,
never even took the stage,
Douglas Friedline, campaign
manager for Minnesota Gov. Jesse
Ventura, made the trip to Fancy
Farm in support of Reform Party
candidates Galbraith and Lyons.
"Based on some of the discussions and rumors I've heard,
they're doing quite well," Friedline said."They've invited me down
just to see what the situation is
and to see if I might be able to
help in the future."
Although he has no current
plans to help with the campaign.
Friedline said the emergence of
more Reform Party candidates is
definitely a positive sign.
"1 think people are starting to
realize that it's about time we start
to vote our own conscience." Friedline said. -(Jesse Ventura) brought
a lot of people back to the voting bOdth who hadn't voted in a
tonme."
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gency substitutes will have to have see the same crisis
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— Subthe district
taken a minimum of 64 semester faced last fall. Most substitute
stitute teachers are in such short
shorthours in higher education.
supply in Bourbon County that
ages come later, in the winter and
Last fall in Fayette County. spring, he said.
regular teachers or principals somewhen the local school board starttimes cover classes when fill-in
Scott County, where most subed full-day kindergarten at 21 stitutes are certified,
teachers can't be found, adminishasn't had
schools after the year had started, problems as acute as other
trator Jack Tucker says.
areas.
a rash of hiring in September depletTeachers usually give up their
Superintendent Dallas Blankenplanning period, but the extra work ed the substitute pool.
ship said having Georgetown ColTo avoid another shortage, the lege in Scott County and the Uni"gets to the point where you break
the camel's back." said Tucker, school board in June raised the versity of Kentucky nearby helps
the district's instructional superin- pay for retired teachers who sub- keep the substitutes shortage in
stitute by $40 a day, from $90 to check.
tendent for secondary schools.
Tucker said a booming econo- $130.
In smaller towns, though, some
"It is definitely going to attract say the only way to find them is
my makes substitute teaching less
attractive. Most certified teachers our retiring teachers back imme- to ask around.
have full-time jobs with benefits. diately," said Mike Carr, the dis"I utilized the biggest tool we
"We can always use substi- trict's human resources director.
have, which is word of. mouth,"
Can said his most recent list said Tommy Floyd, principal of
tutes," he said. "It seems like it
has gotten more difficult every of substitutes has more than 200 Somerset High.
names, but some of those have
year" to attract substitutes.
Floyd worked in the Mont"It is getting to where it is a been hired full-time. He expects gomery County school district
to start the school year with about before, and noticed a shortage
real concern," he said.
of
Many other Kentucky school dis- 150 substitutes.
substitutes there as well.
tricts are facing similar problems.
"I would say substitutes are a
And while he would like to
Because of the statewide demand
have a pool of about 200 substi- problem statewide," he said. "No
for substitute teachers, the Educa- tutes. Can said he doesn't fore- one wants to do it."
tion Professional Standards Board
last year allowed five districts to
hire substitutes who did not have
a college degree.
The five districts — Covington
Independent, Hardin, Jefferson,
Warren, Shelby — all report an
--average of 100 days last year When
Police later recovered some Of
a substitute could not be found. Staff Report
the
cocaine.
Murray
Ledger
&
Times
forcing other teachers to fill • in.
Stubblefield is charged with
A Valleywood Drive woman has
The pilot program will allow
first-degree trafficking in cocaine, a
people to take a training program been charged with felony assault
Class
C felony: trafficking in mariallegedly
for
hitting
70
the
-year-old
designed by the local school district, then get emergency certifi- man she lived with in the head, juana less than eight ounces within
1,000 yards of a school, tampering
causing him to be hospitalized and
cation as a substitute.
with
evidence and third-degree asplaced
on
respirator.
a
according
to
The program has been expandsault of,a police officer, all Class D
ed to include seven more coun- a police report.
felonies: and resisting arrest and
Joe Brandon remained in critical
ties, although those counties have
driving
condition
under the influence of
Monday
morning
in
the
not yet been chosen.
drugs.
Murray-Callo
County
way
Hospital.
Currently, regular substitutes
must have completed a teacher a hospital spokesman said.
Elsewhere, a juvenile has been
His injury was caused by blunt accused of felony
preparation program at an accredtheft in connecited college or university. Emer- force trauma to the head, a police tion with the recent theft of money
press release said. Police declined
from a county man's vehicle.
to say what weapon was used or the
The 17-year-old boy has been
reason for the incident because the
charged with theft by unlawful takmatter is still being investigated.
ing more than $300, a Class D felMurray police arrested Sherrie
ony. according to a Calloway
Winn, 51,just after 4:15 p.m. SunCounty Sheriff's Department press
day and charged her with first-derelease. The teen's address and date
gree assault, a Class B felony, the
of arrest was unknown at press
release said. She remained in the
time.
Calloway County Jail Monday
Pick 3:
-The arrest stemmed from last
morning in lieu of .$50,000 cash
0-8-6
Thursday's Theft of $1,060 cash
bond.
Pick 4:
In other police reports, John W. from a vehicle owned by Harvey
0-8-3-4
Stubblefie
ld Jr., 23. of Almo, was Arche DeEstrada of a U.S. 641
Cash 5:
released from the hospital Sunday South address. Part of the money
12-16-21-22-29
after being treated for cocaine in- was recovered, the press release
gestion that happened when he al- said.
legedly tried to swallow Crack
In other sheriff's department reports. Randolph Jackson, 38, of.
rocks during a police traffic stop.
Police investigating a report of a Wallace Drive, has been charged
drunk -driver just before 8:30 p.m. -with- flagrant non-support, a Class
Saturday stopped Stubblefield at D.felotiy. following his arrest SunNorth 13th and Olive -streets, the day. He remained in jail Monday
morning in lieu of $6,000 cash
press release said.
Stubblefield allegedly swal- bond.
lowed two or three crack rocks and
Sheriff's officials also charged
tried to run, then assaulted officers Janie M. Bagby, 39. with flagrant
as they subdued him, the release non-support Friday after bringing
said. Officers used pepper spray her back from Austin, Texas, the
while subduing him, the release press release said. Her bond was
$4,300-c-asit-phts-c-Uirent_support..

Valleywood Drive resident
charged with felony assault
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Stone said he'll have to hire
two teachers who don't have certification in chemistry and physics.
then apply for emergency certificates so they can teach.
"It's better than having a substitute, but it's not like having
someone who has been trained in

floes

Ectur Car Nee/

that subject," Stone said.
"What's a shame is that when
you have a physics class, those
are college-bound kids, and you
want to have someone in there
who will know more than a little
bit about the subject."
The federal government and the
state have tried to lure more people into teaching, mostly through
loan forgiveness. Since 1986. 1.450
teachers have canceled $12 million in college loans though the
Kentucky Teachers Scholars Program.
For every semester they teach,
a semester of loans is forgiven.
Teachers who go into a shortage
area, as defined by the U.S. Department of Education, get two semes-.
ters forgiven 'for every one they
teach.
But even loan forgiveness may
not be much incentive to physics
or computer science majors, who
can get more luceative jobs elsewhere.
Rosenbaum, the head of the
Kentucky Science Teachers Association, said he has no regrets
about choosing a career in teaching. But if he were a young teacher,
"I too would have made other choices because of the way things are
now."
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FANCY FARM, Ky. (AP)
There was a moment when it
appeared that the 119th Fancy
Farm picnic might live up to its
tradition.
Gov. Paul Patton opened his
speech. the first of the day Saturday. with some animation."I think
we're going to have some fun
here today." he proclaimed.
He was wrong.
Patton's speech ended up sounding like a Sunday school lesson,
all about learning to live together and be nice to one another and
disagreeing without being disagreeable.
It was not the kind of speech
that might be expected from a
...candidate. much less One at. Fancy
Farm, where remarks come from
the shoulder and occasionally land
below the belt, where the audience participates and where politicians get to act like politicians.
But the picnic reflected Kentucky politics this year, where the
planets seem somehow out of alignment.
There are- some things different in the institution itself.
This year marks the first in
nearly two centuries, since just
after Kentucky entered the union.
that statewide officers may succeed themselves.
The 1994 amendment to the Constitution changed those rules and
a subsequent statutory enactment
provided for public financing of
gubernatorial elections and having
the governor and lieutenant governor run as a slate instead of
independently.
- But that does not account for
.other dramatic differences.

Witc
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week
Rich
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of th
Mitch McConnell, the pit bull
of the Kentucky Republican Party,
appears to be taking the year off.
"I don't really have any comment about the governor's race
this year." said McConnell, which
is like the pope not having anything to say about sin.
Maybe it's because Patton has
told McConnell they will not be
running.agaiast.each-other-in 2002.
"Who knows what'll happen in
2002. That's three years away,"
McConnell said.
"I'm not in the business of
recruiting candidates for anything,"
said Patton. who has recruited a
small army of candidates over the
years for offices from magistrate
to the General Assembly.
McConnell's party has all but
disavowed its nominee for governor. Peppy Martin.
There is historical precedent for
that — John Harper in 1987.• But
at least Harper was appreciated
for not leaving the party in the
embarrassing position of not having a candidate for governor at
all.
This year. the party embarrassed
itself all by itself by not having
any candidates for any other office
other than governor, which it has
always managed to do even in the
worst of times.
Martin is carrying on, even

insisting
governor.
And Patton solemnly notes that
if turnout is only 10 percent, he
could lose.
Then there is the vision of Gatewood Galbraith going mainstream,
at least in terms of rhetoric.
Galbraith keeps seeing what
happened to Jesse Ventura in Minneso.ta_ last year...and. believes he
can be elected governor.
The result is a calmer, quieter
Galbraith.
He still advocates medicinal use
for marijuana and legalization of
hemp for whatever it's worth, but
he is not the pot candidate he was
when he first ran for commissioner of agriculture nearly 20
years ago.
His speech on Saturday contained none of the entertaining,
insightful jabs that he has used in
his two previous campaigns for governor.
The effect is almost that the
candidates are acting as if there
is no campaign to be energetically waged.
And voters seem to have taken
their cue, staying away from the
primary in droves — less than 5
percent turnout among Republicans,
roughly 8 percent among Democrats — and threatening to find someplace else to be on Nov. 2

Morgan plays go
WASHINGTON (AP)— J. Pierpont Morgan played run-on games
of solitaire in his hotel suite near
the White House and filled the
room with the smoke of expensive cigars.
It was early on the morning lot
Feb. 5, 1895, and the financier
did not enjoy being kept waiting
— even by the president.
•
The call finally came from
Grover
Cleveland. who was labor•
ing to rescue the country from an
•
economic depression worsened by
•
a confidence-shattering run on the
gold reserves in the U.S. Trea0
4
sury.
404
"Have you anything to suggest?" the president asked Morgan.
Morgan believed he could stanch
•
the flow and save the country's
:
04
credit.
.•••
By the 1890s. gold had acquired
the sheen of myth and power.
.
S
Those who favored keeping the
United • States on the gold standard were dubbed "gold bugs."
•.•
•
But much of the South and
•
West — heavy with farmers and
•
ranchers, small businessmen and
.4
workers — saw the gold bugs as
4.
4.
the center of an Eastern conspiracy that arrayed farmers against
capital, creditors against debtors.
Their remedy was to topple
4.
gold and replace it with silver, to
put more money in circulation by
coining silver dollars, thus elimiS
.
40
.
nating tight money and advancing
prosperity
.
•
10
.
In 1896, the demand for silver
S.
would reach its highest point when
William Jennings Bryan electrified
the Democratic convention by confronting supponers of the gold
.
4
standard and declaring. "You shall
4
not crucify mankind upon a cross
0.
•
of gold."
0
4
But meanwhile, the demand for
.4
cheap money and the inflation it
04
would bring, the fear that the gold
orn
standard would be , overthrown.
.4
•/---\a1anned European and American
• Investors and gold began a retreat
• across the Atlantic.
•
By custom, not law. the U.S.
•
4
gold reserve had been maintained
•

LAWRENCE KNUTSON
Associated Press Writer
at $100 million and that level had
a hold on the
imagination.
A dollar less than $100 million was seen as a step toward
disaster. And by 1895 the gold
reserve was evaporating like a reservoir in a summer drought.
In her biography. "Morgan.
American Financier," published this
year by Random House. historian
Jean Strouse wrote that the Treasury gold reserve had fallen below
$60 million by the spring of 1893.
The president and Congress tried
to refill it by issuing bonds. The
gold flowed out faster than before.
Morgan promised to form an
international syndicate to buy gold
and to protect the Treasury from
further withdrawals.
"As he saw it, his efforts- to
stem the drain, avert default and
restore confidence in the dollar
would protect the billions invested in the United States and reopen
the channels for foreign capital,"
Strouse wrote.
But on Feb. 4, 1895, the Treasury canceled further negotiations
with the financier. The president
would compel Congress to authorize gold bonds for public sale
instead.
Morgan. believing the news
would result in a stock market crash,
ordered out his private railroad
car. Arriving in Washington, he
was told Cleveland was not available.
"I have come to Washington to
see the president and I am going
to stay until I see him," Morgan
said. He retired to the Arlington
Hotel, where he slipped the cards
from their silver case and began
to play solitaire while smoking,a
large Rosa de Santiago Celestiale."

The invitation came at 9:30 the
next morning. Morgan and his people walked across Lafayette Square
to the White House. Morgan held
an unlit cigar in his hand.
After perfunctory handshakes, he
found himself ignored while Cleveland and his people conferred
among themselves.
Morgan found a seat in a corner of the president's office listening to the others talk. He held
on to the cigar but did not light
It.
"He was in the position of a
messenger waiting for an answer,"
his son-in-law said later. "It was
not a situation he was used to."
At one point, a call came in
reporting there was just $9 million in gold left in the New York
subtreasury.
Morgan said that was unfortunate because there were $12 million in drafts against that gold.
Everyone knew that there was little chance Congress, with its growing numbers of free-silver advocates, would choose to help.
the president turned to
the financier. "Have you anything
to suggest?" he asked.
Morgan played his card.
He said he had located a dusty
but still valid 1862 law that authorized the secretary of the Treasury
to put the government into debt
to buy gold coins on his own authority without having to get congressional approval to issue bonds
to buy the gold.
The tension broke and the financier and the president began to
work out terms.
Cleveland asked if Morgan could
guarantee that the gold being purchased would not simply resume
its flow out of the country.
The financier offered the guarantees, knowing that with his connections he could keep them —
and realize the profits that went
with the deal.
Morgan stood. His trousers and
the White House carpet around
him were covered in a fine brown
dust.
J.P. Morgan had, without realizing it, ground the unlit cigar in
his hand to powder.

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FANCY FARM,Ky.(AP)— The
1999 political campaign is so boring most of the talk at Saturday's
Fancy Farm picnic was about future
races, especially 2003 when there
will not be .an incumbent running
for governor.
"It's .a little ,too early to talk
about that" said House Speaker
Jody Richards. D-Bowling Green,
who has nevertheless been talking
about it privately with many people.
"Jody's right," said Attorney
Ben Chandler, who has heard the
gubernatorial talk before
"People encouraged me to run
for governor in 1995, 1999 and
2003," said Chandler, also a Democrat. "I passed in 1995 and I
passed in 1999 and 2003 is not
here yet."
So has Lt. Gov. Steve Henry
been talking about a governor's
race in 2003?
"I'm trying not to," said Henry.
"People do bring it up and I'll
tell them, 'You know where I'll
Henry said it is a disservice to
his running mate, who is the incumbent governor who happens to be
running for re-election himself. Paul
Patton. to be talking about a race
four years in the future.
NO COMMENT Republican
Sen. Mitch McConnell is rarely
at a loss for words, or reluctant
to make his opinions known. He
has become a regular on the political gabfests originating from Washington.
So his reaction Saturday to political questions was noteworthy for
its brevity and discretion.

A fess weeks ago, Republican
gubernatorial nominee Peppy Martin stuck her foot in her mouth
by referring to Elaine Chao,
McConnell's wife, as the senator's
own "Chinese connection" in
response to questions about fundraising and money matters. Martin later explained she was not
racist and meant the remark in a
complimentary way.
"Actually, I've got her with me
today," McConnell said Saturday
when asked about Martin's remark.
He then declined comment.
Chao, a Chinese-American who
was once head of the United Way,
was also asked abat Ntartin's
comment. "Glad to be here," was
her response.
Chao was actually seated next
to Martin on the speaker's stand
and the two exchanged handshakes,
though they sat rather stonily next
to one another and McConnell and
his wife left the stand before Martin spoke.
BODY SLAM The man who
ran Jesse Ventura's surprise campaign for governor in Minnesota
was at the Fancy Farm picnic taking a look at another long shot
Reform Party candidate.
But Doug Friedline, who now
runs the marketing of Gov. Ventura from dolls to T-shirts, said
there appear to be some significant differences between Ventura,
a former professional wrestler, and
Gatewood Galbraith.
Friedline said there was real
voter anger in Minnesota with the
two major parties, both of which
were running legitimate candidates
and there was no incumbent.
"I don't really see that anger
that I saw in Minnesota," Fried-

line said. "People don't have to
be angry, but there has to be some
type of issue."
Friedline said there may be
some defining issues, such as workers' compensation. but he doesn't
know of one right off hand in
Kentucky.
Galbraith himself may have set
the bar too high for his own good.
Galbraith said Friedline "doesn't
want to get involved in something
that has no chance of success.So if Friedline- refuses to take
Galbraith's tag. it will be an
acknowledgment that he can't win.
SHORT TAKES First District
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield was the
emcee at the 119th Fancy Farm
picnic Saturday, believed to be the
first Republican ever so designated. "up until about 1984. they
wouldn't even let a Republican on
the grounds at Fancy Farm," Whitfield joked.
—Wanda Cornelius, the Republican nominee for lieutenant governor, had a plan if the crowd at
the picnic started getting rowdy.
"If they do start booing me, I'm
going to break into 'My Old Kentucky Horne,— she said. "I'm going
to start singing, so I'm ready for
them." The crowd, one of the
smallest and least interested in
recent memory, was spared Cornelius' rendition.
—Peppy Martin seems undeterred about being treated something like the flighty aunt by her
Kentucky Republican Party family, even after she was barely mentioned during the Graves County
GOP breakfast festivities Saturday.
"They're here. I'm here. We're all
working together." she said.
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'Sixth Sense'tops weekend box office
LOS ANGELES (AP)- Darkened theaters turned into mass
seances as the summer's latest fright
film, the tale of a boy who talks
with the dead, debuted at No. 1
in North American theaters.
The psychological thriller "The
Sixth Sense" starring Bruce Willis
and Toni Collette took in $25.8
million, according to industry estimates released Sunday.
Low-budget horror hit"The Blair
Witch Project" stayed in second
place with $24.5 million. Last
week's top movie, the Julia RobertsRichard Gere comedy "Runaway
Bride," fell to third with $21 million.
"The Thomas Crown Affair," a
Pierce Brosnan-Rene Russo remake
of the Steve McQueen-Faye Dun-

away crime caper, opened at No.
4 with $14.6 million. The superhero comic-book spoof "Mystery.
Men" premiered in sixth place
with $10 million.
"Iron Giant," an animated film
about a robot who falls to Earth,
took in $5.7 million to debut at
No. 9. "Dick." a satiric retelling
of the Watergate scandal through
the antics of President Nixon's
teen-age dog-walkers and secret
advisers, came in a disappointing
1 I th with $2.2 million in its first
weekend, for a total of $3.4 million since opening Wednesday.
Despite a low-key ad campaign,
"The Sixth Sense" managed to rise
above a crowd of new releases,
said Paul Dergarabedian, president
of Exhibitor Relations Co. Inc..

Simmons producing movie
LOS ANGELES (AP)- Gene Simmons has already shown he
can entertain audiences with his tongue-wagging performances as
leader of the rock band Kiss.
Now he's showing his skills behind the scenes, as a movie producer.
"The original producers, the first generation, were showmen,"
Simmons said in Sunday -editions- of The tris Angeles Times.
"Along the way it seems that movie producers in general got
more conservative."
His debut, "Detroit Rock City" about four boys in Cleveland
in 1978 trying to make it to a Kiss concert, opens Friday.
Simmons has two other feature projects in development with
New Line Cinema and is setting up his own production compa-

Grant looks for inspiration
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NEW YORK (AP)- Run Hugh, run'
For one scene in his latest movie "Mickey Blue-Eyes," Hugh
Grant draws from a past filming experience to help inspire his
athletic abilities.
"There was a scene in (Four Weddings and A Funeral) where
1 chased Andie MacDowell and I was very humiliated when the
director came up to me and said 'Hugh, could you please run
like a man?' Which I thought 1 was," Grant says in the September issue of Cosmopolitan magazine.
"Since then, everyone's always begged me not to run in films,
so I thought 'Let's write a whole scene about it.' Let the whole
world laugh with me."
The result? A segment where Grant speeds down the street so
awkwardly with co-star Jeanne Tripplehorn that it looks like his
legs are tied together.

which tracks box office ticket sales.
The movie ads used hushes and
whispers to intrigue filmgoers, he
said.
"They say when you whisper,
it gets people to listen. They did
listen in this case," Dergarabedian said. "People are just hungry
for horror movies."
Along with four other major
new releases, "The Sixth Sense"
had to contend with "Runaway
Bride" and "Blair Witch," which
earned a combined $64.3 million
last weekend. "Runaway Bride"
has taken in $74.1 million in 10
days, while "Blair Witch" has
grossed $80.2 million, most of it
since going into wide release 10
days ago.
"Even in the face of blockbusters like that, we were able to
work through the clutter," said
Chuck Viane, head of distribution
for Disney. which released "The
Sixth Sense."
"The Sixth Sense" was the highest-grossing movie ever to open
in August, surpassing "The Fugitive," which took in $23.7 million in 1993. It was Willis' second-best opening ever, behind
"Armageddon," which grossed $36
million in its debut last simmer.
Playing in 2,161 theaters, the
movie averaged $11,939 a screen.
"Blair Witch," which did a stratospheric $26,528 a screen when it
hit wide release last weekend, averaged $11,438 in 2,142 theaters this
weekend.
Artisan Entertainment, distributor of "Blair Witch." and its filmmakers spent just $350,000 producing the movie. Artisan expects
it to top $100 million at the box
office by next weekend.
"If 'Sixth Sense' wasn't out this

weekend, we clearly would have
been No. 1," said Steve Rothenberg, Artisan executive vice president .of domestic distribution.
"Star Wars: Episode I - The
Phantom Menace" finally dropped
out of the top 10 after 11 weeks.
The movie came in at No. 12
with $2.2 million, for a domestic
total of $412.8 million.
Estimated grosses for Friday
through Sunday at North American theaters, according to Exhibitor
Relations Co. Inc. Final figures
are to be released today.
I. "The Sixth Sense," $25.8
million.
2. "The Blair Witch Project,"
$24.5 million.
3. "Runaway Bride," $21 million.
4. "The Thomas Crown Affair,"
$14.6 million.
5. -Deep Blue Sea," $11 million.
6. "Mystery Men," $10 million.
7. "Inspector Gadget," $8.4 million.
8. "The Haunting." $6.3 million.
9. "Iron Giant," $5.7 million.
10. "American Pie," $4 million.

Dr. William (Pete) Ryan

The funeral for Dr. William (Pete) Ryan was Sunday at 2 p.m. in thL
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Larry Daniel officiated.
Mrs. Joan Bowker was pianist.
Active pallbearers were Patrick Ryan, Mitchell Ryan, Tony Ryan,
Gregory Ryan, Kevin Key and Mark Vinson. A group of Dr. Ryan's close
friends served as an honorary group. Burial was in Murray City Cemetery.
Dr. Ryan, 72, Quail Creek Drive, Murray. died at 10:30 p.m Thursday.
Aug. 5, 1999, at St. Thomas Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
He had retired from the department of administration and school of
education at Murray State University. He was a member of First United
Methodist Church. Born Nov. 13, 1926, in Spring Lake, N.J., he was the
son of the late William Ryan and Hazel Slocum Ryan.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Stites Ryan, to whom he was
married on June 11, 1951; three soefrPat Ryan and wife, Maggi, Stoning ton, Conn., Michael Ryan and wife, Lyn, Murray, and Andy Ryan and
wife, Scarlett, Winchester; six grandchildren.

Mrs. Clara L. Hill
Mrs. Clara L. Pea Hill, 78, Momence, Ill., formerly of the Coldwater
community in Calloway County, died Saturday, Aug. 7, 1999, at Riversidt
Medical Center, Kankakee, Ill.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of funeral and burial
arrangements.
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RENO, Nev. (AP)- In every
other state, it's vice. In Nevada.
it's capitalism. So the owner of a
brothel just east of the state capital is looking forward to the closure of the Mustang Ranch.
"We're going to take over where
the Mustang left off, except in a
classy manner," Moonlight Bunnyranch manager Dennis Hof said.
The Mustang Ranch is scheduled to be forfeited - and subsequently closed - to the federal government today. About 75
women will be jobless after the
feds take the keys.
A jury last month ordered the
brothel be turned over to the government following the conviction
of former Mustang madam Shirley
Colletti, who was found guilty of
racketeering and conspiring to conceal the fact that fugitive Joe Conforte actually owned the brothel.
Hof has interviewed at least 40
Mustang Ranch girls, but has hired
only four, because "we don't want
any part of that negative reputation the Mustang has." Still, he
hopes to double his stable of prostitutes to 50 by fall.
Hof expects the closing of Nevada's best-known brothel to boost
his business off Route 50 about
15 minutes east of the state Capitol.
But he added that the industry
will survive only under the guidance of-business-minded managers.

Woods, Dion team up
LAS VEGAS (AP)- More than 1.000 fans turned out to help
golf star Tiger Woods raise money for his foundation benefiting
underprivileged young people, and his biggest fan - singer Celine
Dion - shared the spotlight.
"He's not only the number one golfer, he's the number one
human being," Dion said of Woods during her 30-minute performance at-Tiger Jam IL --Dion's voice broke with emotion as she told the audience how
her husband and manager Rene Angell' - also a big Woods fan
- had been diagnosed with skin cancer four months ago. Since
then, Angelil has had the cancer removed from his neck and is
undergoing radiation therapy.
Dion said Woods called three times in the next three weeks to
inquire about Angelil's progress and boost his morale.
Saturday night's event included an auction of a dozen items
that raised $242,500 for the California-based Tiger Woods Foundation, Inc. Fetching the most money was a round of golf with
Woods at his home course in Orlando, Fla. that went for $65,000.

Lyonne discusses film
NEW YORK (AP)
For Natasha Lyonne, reliving her awkward teen-age years in the comedy "American Pie" wasn't something she really wanted to do.
"People used to tell me 1 (seemed) older than my age. I could
never tell if it was because I wasn't getting along with the other
kids. It seems like that would be a really easy way to console akid if she wasn't fitting in," the 20-year-old actress says in the
Aug. 16 issue of People magazine.
Even now, Lyonne, a New York native, says she still has some
insecurities.
_
"I beat myself up for not being a good enough person. That's
when I feel my age, because I know in a couple of years, I'll
have figured out all that stuff about how to just be."

Prices as
of 9 a.m.

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366
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Great Savings on 1999's

St. #99236 - NC, AM/FM cassette, alum. wheels, much more!
COMPLETELY-IN-THE-CANAL
HEARING INSTRUMENT
•Smaller-Practically Invisible
,
•Enhanced Performance And
Dependability
•Automatic Volume Adjustment
I
•Works
Well With Telephone
,
r

*36 mo.closed-end lease, payment plus tax, 12,000 mile per year,$528.29 at
lease signing,includes first month's payment,security deposit, license plates,
$750 factory rebate included in calculation, w/approved credit.
"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company."

Vicki Oliver
Hearing Instrument Specialist

or Many...
The Ultimate Hearing Aid!

Call Today
(270) 753-8055
Outside Murray 1-800-949-5728

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABIL
ITATION

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
Oldsmobile.

206 South 4th • Murray
'Pnce does not include tax, title and license

Ladies of Murray Country Club Marie Hale, • Amy McDowell,
will play golf on Wednesday at 9 Norma Frank;
a.m.
Tee 7 - Anna Mary Adams,
Rainey Apperson will be the Glenda Hughes, Rowena Cullom.
hostess. Anyone not listed in the Carolyn Sanning;
line-up may come and be paired
Tee 9 - Louise Lamb, Bev
at the tee.
Reuter, Beth Belote, LaVerne Ryan.
For cancellations call the pro
Winners of golf play on Aug.
shop at 753-9430.
4 were released by Beth Belote.
The line-up is as follows:
hostess, as follows:
Tee 1 - Betty Jo Purdom, Betty
Championship flight - Betty
Stewart. Diane Villanova, Frances Stewart;
Hulse;
First flight - Toni Hopson;
Tee 3 - Ann Brown. Cathryn
Third flight - Glenda Hughes;
Garrott. Toni Hopson. Linda
Fourth flight - Carolyn SanBurgess;
fling;
Tee 5 Marilyn Adkins. AnneLow putts - Glenda Hughes

The Shriners have scheduled a Shriners' Crippled Children
Screening-Clinic on Sept. 11 from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the
Shrine Building at the Calloway County Fairgrounds at 3380
Highway 121 North, Murray.
Local doctors on hand to conduct this screening clinic will
be Dr. Dan Miller and Dr. Ray Charette.
This will be for crippled children with orthopedic problems
and is free with no charge to the child or family. No appointment will be necessary.
For help or more information call 759-8100 or 489-2289.

-

Home school meeting Tuesday

\DEADLY NEUROMUSCULAR
DISEASES

--An organizational meeting of Home School Parents will e Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at Christian Community Church, Glendale Road
and South 16th Street, Murray. Each one should bring a snack and
money for applicable fees. Persons are asked to bring nursing
babies only.

MOW
Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717

Alumni soccer game Tuesday
The Murray High School Girls Soccer learn will have a alumni soccer game on Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. at the Cutchin Field next
to Murray State University Curtis Center. For more information
call Chris Hays at 489-6107 or M.C. Wooldridge at 759-9111.

Local couple married
for 50 years July 30

Upholstery • Bedspreads
Furniture • Accessories

753-1184 or 759-1776
We come to you
LOSE WEIGHT & INCHES • LOSE WEIGHT & INCHES
Cl)
u.1

From A Size 18
Jackie
lost

Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will
meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Hall on Highway 121
North at Robertson Road North. All members are urged to attend.

Southwest meeting Tuesday
Southwest Elementary School Site-based DecisiOn Making Couhcil will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at the school. Dr. Mary Lou Yeatts,
principal, invites the public to attend.

Hardin TOPS will meet
Hardin Chapter No. 495 of TOPS (take off pounds sensibly)
will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the Hardin Library. For more information call Brenda Duncan- at 753-8966.
•.

Singles (SOS) will meet
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. at the Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray. Persons are asked to use the rear entrance. This will be the monthly
birthday potluck and plans for trips will be made. The SOS is a
non-profit, nondenominational, social support group for singles
whether- divorced,- widowed or never married: for--more--informa--tion call Vicky at 759-5395 or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

West View plans events
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Mr. and Mrs. Norman Carroll of Boggess Road, Almo, celebrated
their 50th wedding anniversary on July •30.
The couple was married July 30. 1949, at Corinth. Miss. Their
attendants were Autry and Kathleen Carroll, brother and sister-in-law
of the groom.
Mrs. Carroll, the former Betty Maness. is the daughter of the late
Oscar Maness and Bertha Thorn Maness. She is employed at East
Elementary School.
Mr. Carroll. a retired. construction worker, is also retired- from the
Calloway County School System.
They have one daughter. Mrs. Sherrie Garland and husband. Randy.
Almo, and one son, Mark Carroll and wife, Jennie. Murray.
Their granddaughter is Mrs. Jennifer Underhill and husband, Bryan.
Almo. and their grandson is Aaron Carroll, Murray. A great-grandson
is Bayle Underhill.
-Mr. and Mrs. Carroll celebrated their -annivers-ary by taking -a trip
to Gatlinhurg. Tenn A private family celebration was also held.

Eastern Star meeting Tuesday

The Kenlake Ladies Golf League
will play golf Wednesday at 8
a.m. at the Kenlake State Resort
Park Golf Course.
Anyone interesting in joining
this group call the Pro Shop at
Kenlake Resort or Hazel Hill at
1-270-354-6535.
In golf play on Aug. 4, the
longest drive on number five was
accomplished by Daisy Durham
who also chipped one from 25
feet out on nuniber four.
Low putts was won by Helen
Hubbs with 14 putts.
Betty Qualkenbush met her goal
of driving onto number 9 green.
Dawn Allen had a birdie on number eight.
Other ladies participating in the
games were Bobbe Manning, Helen

1HOIM 3S01 • S3H3NI "i? 11-1013M 3S01

You DON'T HAVE To LIVE WITH

URINE LEAKAGE.
Find out about an in-office

Moores. Dotty Elliott, Ina Horton, Helen Roberts, Allen and Hazel
Hill.

Special activities for residents of West View Nursing Home will
be Coffee Hour at 10 a.m. Bingo at 2 p.m. and MSU time at 6:30
p.m. on Tuesday; Bible class at 10 a.m., Room Games at 10:15
a.m. and Family Feud at 2 p.m. on Wednesday; Mending Ladies
at 9 a.m., Gospel Hour at 10 a.m. and Bingo at 2 p.m. on Thursday.

Lovins' works on exhibit
A Studmuffin Contest to benefit area charities will be a feature of the Marshall County A &
1 Fair at Benton Aug. 24 to 28.
This year's event will be held
in the grandstand area. Rules of
the contest are as follows:
Applicants must be male and
at least 18 years of age, sponsored by a'civic group or business, at least a graduate of kindergarten, and be able to speak in
complete sentences;
Attire should be formal evening
wear or party dress,jewelry should
be large, gaudy and tasteless, pantyhose and girdles are encouraged
and high heels as a must, facial
hair is okay but could distract
judges, each applicant will participate in an on-stage interview
as well as a "lip sync- talent contest with a song of choice;
For more information call 1-270395-8123.

treatment that can help many
Americans who suffer from loss of
bladder control. Dr. H. S. Jackson
successfully treats urinary
incontinence without surgery.

Paintings by Julie Lovins are now on display through Aug. 31
at the Fifteenth and Olive Gallery, 216 North 15th St., Murray.
Hours of the exhibit are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday.

Alzheimer's meeting Tuesday

Alzheimer"s Disease Education/Support Group will meet Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in private dining room #1 at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Persons are to note the change in meeting place.
A video on "Home Is Where I Remember Things," Alzheimer's
Disease As A Shared Journey, provided by the Louisville Chapter.
For information call Cindy Ragsdale LSW at 762-1108. Free sitter
service will be provided during meetings by Shared Care Adult
Day Care program but call 753-0576 or 762-1537 by Monday at
4 p.m.

THEOS meeting Tuesday
THEOS (they help each other spiritually), a support group for
widowed men and women, will meet Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Lillian Steele will present a program on "Tips on Survival and Healing." They will go
later to eat at Sirloin Stockade. All interested persons are invited.
For more information call Steele at 753-2875, Opal Howard at
753-1998. Karen Isaacs at 753-2411 or Reita Moody at 753-0172.

Republicans will meet
Calloway County Republican party will meet tonight (Monday)
at 7 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway County Public Library.
The public is invited.

Parents Anonymous will meet
Parents Anonymous will meet tonight (Monday) at 6 p.m. For
more information call 753-0082.

Call today for more information
or to schedule your appointment.

H. S. Jackson, M.D.
Kentucky Bladder Control Clinic
300 South 8th Street, Suite 107E
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(270) 753-9240
1-800-599-9240

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

753-5227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
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Located inside the Racer Inn

Breakfast Buffet - 7 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Lunch Menu- 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Private Parties and Banquets Also Available

753-5986
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Former policyholders
fight billing problems
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Billing problems for former policyholders of a state-run health plan
and health insurance purchasing
pool have lessened now that both
have shut down, but the problems
haven't disappeared, a state Insurance Department spokesman said.
Carolyn Wilding, 47, of Crestwood, knows this firsthand.
Two weeks ago, the hospital
where Wilding had ovarian-cyst surgery in May 1998 sent her a
$3,000 bill for the operation — a
charge that the state-run health
plan, Kentucky Kare, should have
paid well over a year ago. A few.
days later, Wilding was notified
that she also owed $2,000 to doctors and laboratory technicians
involved in the operation — more
bills that Kentucky Kare should
have covered.
Wilding had dropped her Kentucky Kare coverage in July 1998
and had been through this before.
So she knew what the problem
was.
Twice last year, Kentucky Kare
denied her claims, saying that she
had not paid her premium. Both
times, she produced canceled
checks and got promises from Kentucky Kare and the state's Health
Purchasing Alliance that the foulup would not recur.
But Wilding has had trouble
just finding someone to talk to,
with both Kentucky Kare and the
alliance no longer operating. The
state Insurance Department has

stepped in and promised to straighten out the mess.
"It really is ridiculous and tipfortunate that someone who has dutifully paid her premiums would
have to go through all this hassle," said Roger S,nell, the department spokesman. "There are other
people out there who are running
into similar problems."
Snell said complaints are frequent and almost all are tied to
poor record-keeping by the companies that handled enrollment and
claims for the alliance. The alliance
sold policies from 15 insurance
companies in addition to Kentucky
Kare.
"We're having a hard time working out a lot of these problems
because the records are so bad,"
said Insurance Commissioner
George Nichols III, who has sued
the companies responsible for
record-keeping — PlanSource and
United Chambers Inc. — for breach
of contract and negligence.
"Those companies didn't do their
jobs," Nichols said. "The challenge for us, now that we're'locked
in a lawsuit, is how to get the
information we need from them
on cases like this when we need
to use our authority to step in
and help the consumer."
Nichols said that if necessary,
he will contact Wilding's hospital
and doctors himself and assurethem
that Kentucky Kare is responsible
for the bills.

Oaks ladies plan events
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Ladies of the Oaks Country
Club will have activities on
Wednesday at the club.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m.
Golf play will start at 9 a.m.
with Mary Alice Smith. phone
753-3487, as hostess.
The Oaks ladies hosted the
annual., Betty Shepard. Memorial
Golf Tournament. on Aug: -4.
Team winners were as follows:
Linda Brann and Faye Brundidge, first. Jodie Butler and Aimee.
Lepisto, second, Mary Bain and
Beverly Noland, third, and Sid
Lemond and Marcia Pritchett,
fourth, for championship flight;
Pat Smiddy and Dorthy Dowdy,
Sarah Chumbler and Donna Saxon
KarenPuckett_arid-Shirley-Flood,
Nancy Rogers and Debbie Ray
and Mindy Galladay and Debbie
Gray all' tied in the first flight:

lnus Orrand Evelyn Jones, Bronda Parker and Mary Houston, Caroline Copeland and Kay Lockhart,
Rowena Sanders and Helen Webb
and Martha Woolf and Beverly
Soloman all tied in the second
flight;
Sue Jordan and Kay Loponsri,
first, Melva Hatcher and Wanda
Lawson, second, Betty Lowry and
Mary Anderson and Laura Parker
and Burlene Brewer, tied-for third,
in the third flight;
Hilda Jackson and Suzanna Jackson, Shirley LaMastus and Martha
Broach and Sue Lamb and Grace
James all tied for first place in
the fourth flight;
Phnyllis Duncan and Carol
Speed, Mary Emgholz and Sue
-14usherv-Marilyrt-Flopsomand- -Joar ,
Fowler and Cynthia Darnell and
Connie McManus, all tied for second place in fourth flight.
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TVA plans to review $1.7 million payments
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The Tennessee Valley Authority
plans to review $1.7 million in
paymdnts to a public relations firm
for work over a two-year period.
_ - TVA Chairman Craven Crowell
on Sunday asked the agency's
inspector general to review the
payments to Hill and Knowlton after
a story on the billing appeared in
The Knoxville News-Sentinel.
U.S. Rep. John Duncan Jr. called

MAGGIE J. TATE

Tate named
as finalist
Maggie Jaye Tate, daughter of
Jim and Donna Tate of Murray.
has been selected as finalist in
the 1999 Pre-Teen Kentucky Scholarship and Recognition Program
to be held Oct. 22-24 at the Galt
House, Louisville.
Pre-Teen Kentucky is a by-invitation only scholarship and recognition event involving ladies 7 to
12 years of age based on their
school academic records, awards
and honors won and/or their participation in outside activities.
Additionally, the ladies are invited who have been recognized publicly for their outstanding personal achievements, volunteer services, school involvement, leadership
abilities or creative talents.
State finalists will be evaluated on academic achievement, volunteer service to church and community, school honors and activities, development of personal skills
and abilities, general knowledgeability, communicate ability and onstage acknowledgment of accomplishments.
Over $5,000 in educational
bonds, prizes and awards will be
awarded.
Tate is being sponsored by Murray Auto Auction.

If Your Home
Is Mobile, You
Need An
Insurance Agent
‘Vith A
Solid Foundation.

Your partner in protection

Western
Kentucky.
Insurance
Agency, Inc.
Tony Boyd

302 N. 12th St
Murray
753-5842

the payments a "rip-off of the
ratepayers."
"In my opinion, there is no
way anyone can legitimately earn
that type of fee for public relations work," said Duncan, R-2nd
District.
The public relations firm
declined comment on its TVA
work.
The payments were for such
services as pursuing speaking

engagements, monitoring news coverage and researching critics, the
newspaper reported in a story Sunday.
TVA provided documents showing totals paid to Hill and Knowlton under a Freedom of Information Act request by the newspaper, but refused to specify the
work performed.
"That's competitive information," said Gil Francis.

LOWER PAYMENT

Credit Problems, No Problem
•Debt Consolidation
•Credit Card Debt • Vacations
• Home Improvement
II CI1_3rr
AMERICAN LIBERTY
FINANCIAL, INC.
4590 Hwy. 62 • P.O.BOA 673 • Calvert City, KY 42029

(270) 395-4722 • 1-800-500-5124

Presented by
Glendale Place
Christy Mattingly
Marketing Director

ANGELS COMNICN IT
CLINIC
As many of you know, the
Angels Community Clinic will be
opening soon in Murray. This
clinic will provide medical and
health care to the working poor.
Projects are underway to complete repairs and maintenance on
the building that will house the
clinic.

Nature is pouring on the heat and
Mercantile Bank's CD rates are HOTTER

Mother

than ever!
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Dixieland Center • Murray • 759-2248

UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP
Rev. Calvin Clark welcomes all
of his former friends and customers from West Main Citgo to

Deb's Coastal L-3
Ine corner of 9tn & Sycamore St • Murray

753-7333
ted
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A Beka Book
Textbooks and Video School
on display in your area
See our web site at

For

Rev. Calvin Clark

Owners: Debbie & Mickey Stom

www.abeka.orgind5
or call

FREE
SHIPPING
on all orders
placed at
meeting

The residents at Glendale Place
are active and caring Senior
Adults. In order to help the Angel
Clinic finance their final renovations and start up costs, the residents and staff at Glendale Place
are hosting a Ham and Beans
Dinner on August 19, 1999 from
4:00 - 7:00 PM in the Glendale
Place Dining Room. Adult tickets
are being sold for $3 while children under 12 can receive tickets
for $1. All money raised at this
dinner will do directly to the
Angels Community Clinic.

If you ARE or BECOME a Mercantile Bank
of Kentucky checking account customer when
you open a new certificate of deposit with
$1,000 or more you'll get a scorcher of a good

deal.
Come in or call a Personal Banker at any of
our 15 branches today and get in on the heat
wave!

MEE'2110:111T10.
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Residents at Glendale Place
have begun working on tickets.
flyers, and program events for the
dinner. Everyone interested in
supporting this benevolent project is invited to attend. If you
would like more information
about the fundraiser or how to
purchase tickets call 270-7591555.

Member FDIC
Annual Percentage Yield is accurate as of 08/02/99.
Rates are subject to change. Penalty may be imposed
for early withdrawal. Not valid with any other offer

McCracken • Marshall • Calloway • Graves • Christian

1-800-874-2353,ext.34
for date, time, Et location
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Rejoice Radio . on the Internet at www.rejoice.org
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GENERAL CONTRACTORS
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Custom built homes, additions, decks, horse
barns, and pole barns.
Professional remodeling for both
home and business.

Owners: Steve Arant, Seth Arant
& Rob Binford

Ph#:(270)492-8376

FREE FULL SPINA
GTOLE
PAX
Y AMINATION

$30

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING
You may have one of these 16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:

1. Low Back Pain
2. Headaches
3. Shoulder Pain
4 Arthritis

5
6
7
8

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

VALUE

13 Numb Fingers
14. Hip Pain
15 Tight Muscles
16. Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches and pains This examnormally costs S30.00 or more It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological
test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination for restricted or excess motion in the
F
spinEeE,.a test for muscle strength and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results

ination

FREE.

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.
TNs entre examnat,on s FREE II ou want more
care and treatment, we do all the paperwork

DISCLAIMER OUR

OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS You -THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL
PAYMENT OR BE REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES. EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED As A RESULT
OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT
FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT

CALL for your FREE appointment NOW!

$30
VALU.
Ey

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
1703 Hwy. 121 North Bypass
Murray, KY 42071

759-1116
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SCOTT NANNEYIedger & Times photos

Calloway County kicked off the 1999 soccer season Saturday night
with its annual alumni games. (Photo at left) Lady Laker coach Mark
Kennedy II introduces his players. (Top photo) The CCHS field was
officially dedicated as the Jim Nix Soccer Complex. Nix (left) is shown
with outgoing Calloway County soccer foundation president Mike Johnson, presenting him with a certificate commemorating the dedication.

SCOTT
NANNEY

STAFF
WRITER

Are you ready for some ... local sports?
You thought I was going to say football. didn't
you?
Well, that too. But first things first.
The local soccer season officially kicked off Saturday evening with the annual alumni game at Calloway County High School. Murray High will follow
tonight with a fall sports kick-off at Ty Holland Stadium.
Both schools will begin their respective soccer seasons in earnest Aug. 24. And look for some quality
soccer to be played by the locals this year.
James Weatherly and Mark Kennedy will coach
the Murray High and Calloway boys' teams, respectively. Expect both squads to make strong bids for
the district championship and a run at the regional
crown. Also, the teams' head-to-head matchups Sept. 21 at Murray and Oct. 12 at Murray - should
be intense.
On the girls' side, Mark Kennedy II and Chris
Hays lead the Lady Lakers and Lady Tigers respectively. Both should also field strong squads.
However, soccer won't be the only game in town
this fall.
Now - Are you ready for some football?
I thought so.
After weeks of practicing in the extreme heat. the
Lakers and Tigers will be more than ready to hit the
field for real by the end of this month. In fact, the
locals will hit the field this Friday for scrimmages
at "Calloway's Jack Rose Stadium. Murray VkiIl face
Marshall at 6 p.m., followed by Calloway against
Heath.
Once the regular season begins, one team will
have to wait just a tad bit longer than the other.
For the first time in recent memory, Calloway and
Murray will open the 1999 season on separate nights.
The Tigers will get a head start with an Aug. 20
opener against Crittenden County. That game will be
played at Roy Stewart Stadium.
MHS will take a break the next week (Aug. 27)
when Calloway hits the field at Graves County. Then,
it's "The Big Game" - the great crosstown rivalry.
Sept. 3.
Both teams have competitive schedules that should
provide for some interesting Friday nights.
After "The Big Game", the Tigers will play their
home opener at Ty Holland against Todd Central

Football returns to Cleveland tonight
By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports Writer
CANTON, Ohio (AP) — From the time At Lauer was named their new owner last September, the
Cleveland Browns had just 11 months to get ready
to play the Dallas Cowboys.
Cleveland's fans have had three years to prepare.
And at a little after 8 p.m. tonight when they
take the field at Fawcett Stadiumn to face the Cowboys in the Hall of Fame Game, the new Browns
will be welcomed back by a city, the NFL and a
national TV audience like a long lost relative.
Browns fans, who cried when their team was
.swept out of town by Art Modell in 1996,- will

By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
_Braxes.. third baseman Chipper Jonesducking into the San Francisco dugout.
Mets reliever Chuck McElroy running
down a fly ball in left field.
Strange sights, for sure, on Sunday.
At Atlanta, a lightning bolt that struck
near Turner Field in the ninth inning
sent players scurrying. Giants pinch-hitter Stan Javier dropped his bat in fright
while Jones took cover on the opposing bench.
-I got a lot of high-fives in the tunnel," Jones joked. "They can fine me
if they want to, but I was getting the
hell out of there."
The game resumed after a 34-minute
rain delay and the Giants beat the Braves
At Shea Stadium, a blowout prompted Mets manager Bobby Valentine to
play an odd lineup. Utilityman Matt
Franco came in to pitch and McElroy
went to the outfield.
In other NI games. Houston beat
Chicago 6-2, Pittsburgh stopped St. Loui.
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5-1, Arizona beat Philadelphia 7-4, Cincinnati downed Milwaukee 8-2, Florida
topped Colorado 2-1 and Montreal beat
San Diego 4-2.
Franco made his second appearance
on the mound this season, having allowed
a home run to Atlanta's Gerald Williams
on July 2.
Franco gave up a run on a single
and three walks, and also struck out
Dave Hansen.
Raul Mondesi hit two home runs and
Dodgers starter Darren Dreifort hit a threerun homer.
Giants starter Kirk Rueter beat the
Braves for the first time in six years.
He was 1-4 with a 6.22 ERA in 10
previous games against them.
"They're a great team," he said. "To
beat them, it takes a good game all
around."
Former Murray State pitcher Kirk
Rueter beat Atlanta for the first time
in six years Sunday, a 5-2 win at
Atlanta's Turner Field.

A's finish sweep of White Sox, 7-5
By BRIAN OREFICE
Associated Press Writer
Suddenly the Oakland Athletics are
looking a lot like contenders, and Matt
Stairs is leading the charge.
Stairs added another game-ending
homer to his resume — a two-out,
two-run shot in the bottom of the
ninth inning to give the A's a 7-5
victory over the Chicago White Sox
on Sunday.
The win completed Oakland's first

•6 Year Limited Warranty
• 24 Month Free Replacement
• 24 Hour Roadside Assistance
• Smooth, Quiet Ride

400 Industrial Rd.•753-1111

beat Indianapolis 9-6; and the Raiders edged St.
Louis 18-17.
Cleveland's comeback isn't just for Browns fans,
either. It's for every fan who had his favorite team
moved whether in Baltimore. New York, St. Louis
or Los Angeles.
On Saturday. NFL commissioner Paul Tagliabue
talked with Cleveland's players about the hurt he
felt as a child when the Brooklyn Dodgers moved
out West.
But after wiping away their tears when Modell
abandoned them. Cleveland fans fought back and
convinced the NFL to bring a team back in 1999.
"It says a lot about Clevelanders," Browns linebacker Chris Spielman said.

Giants top Braves;
Rueter gets victory

(Passenger Cars & Light Trdeks)

Warehouse Tire

finally be able to reconnect with Cleveland's glorious football past.
Finally, the bridge between the old Browns and
the new Browns will be complete. Old memories
will make room for new ones.
"1 know when I take the field, and see the. fans
and the Cowboys," said Browns rookie quarterback
Tim Couch. "Then I'll know-I'm in an NFL game."
. So will the Browns, who after a three-year exile
are being reborn in football's birthplace.
Never has an exhibition game meant so much,
aild more than 17,000 fans turned out for Sunday's
walk-throughs for both teams.
In exhibition games on Saturday, Denver defeated San Diego 20-17 in Sydney, Australia; Chicago
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four-game sweep of the White Sox in
29 years as the surging A's improved
to 9-1 on its homestand and a season-high nine games above .500 at
60-51.
"It seems like every time I've come
up in those situations, I think home
run," Stairs said. "That's what I do
best. I feel comfortable in those situations. It gives you a lot of adrenaline."
Stairs, who matched a career high

with his 27th homer, has made a habit
of performing under pressure. Sunday's drive, which followed a walk
to John Jaha, marked his third gameending homer of the season.
"Right now, we're feeling confident about coming back," Stairs added.
"It's just been timely hitting, being
patient, getting runners on and getting the big hit."
Oakland's recent spurt has moved
it into the thick of the race for the

19J911ffo®

LOG CABIN RESTAURANT
elely

• Complete Computer Systems Computer Upgrades • Cable Modem Installation
• Networicing • On-Site and In-Store Serv)ce • Apex Internet Sign-up

AL wild card. With the win, the A's
kept pace with Boston and Toronto,
both one game ahead of Oakland.
In other AL games, it was Detroit
5. Baltimore 2 in II innings; Tampa
Bay 5, Cleveland 3; Minnesota 7,
Kansas City 3; New York 9, Seattle
3; Boston 9. Anaheim 3; and Toronto 8, Texas 7.
At Oakland, Calif., Doug Jones (33) got the victory after blowing a save
in the top of the ninth.
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—Breakfast Special Everyday -
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Russell Shanklin • Joe Nance (Bo)

Breakfast and Fall Reotlar Mena Served AiVY1'1.11E

211 Maple Street, Murray, KY 42071 • 759-1ifi

Breakfast Buffet - Everyday $4.95
Noon Buffet — Sun.-Fri. $4.50
Country Supper Buffet — Mon.-Sat. $4.95
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SPORTS BRIEFS
Jeanne Falwell Memorial Scramble Friday
Positions are still available for the 14t1i annual Jeanne Falwell Memorial Scramble will be Fnday at Oaks Country Club. Anyone intereste
d
in playing in the 18-hole, two-person scramble should call the Oaks
pro
shop at 753-6454 for cart reserv,ations and tournament signup. The cost
is $25 per player
The tournament is sponsored by the Murray Association of
Life
Underwriters and Oaks Country Club.

Parks system to offer fall softball league
The Murray-Calloway County Parks is offering an adult co-rec softball league this fall. Entry fees and rosters are due Aug. 26. The entry
fee is $130 per team.
Games will be played on Tuesday evenings at the field on 8th and
Payne streets. For more information contact the park at 762-0325 or
pick up rosters at 900 Payne St.

SCOREBOARD
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King

901 Sycamore
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American League
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pc). GB
New York
68
42 618 Boston
61
50 5507 1/2
Toronto
62
51
5497 1/2
Baltimore
49
62 44119 1/2
Tampa Bay
46
65 .41422 1/2
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
Cleveland
44 600 66
Chicago
51
58 46814 12
Minnesota
47
62 43118 1/2
Kansas City
45
65 409 21
Detroit
44
67
39622 1/2
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Texas
66
44 600 Oakland
60
51
5416 1,12
Seattle
53
58 47713 1/2
Anaheim
46
64
418 20
Sunday's Games
Detroit 5. Baltimore 2 11 innings
Tampa Bay 5. Cleveland 3
Minnesota 7 Kansas City 3
Oakland 7, Chicago 5
New York 9. Seattle 3
Boston 9 Anaheim 3
Toronto 8. Texas 7
Monday's Games
Baltimore (J Johnson 3-51 at Tampa Bay
(Flupe 5-61. 605 pm
Boston (Portugal 7-81 at Kansas City (Suppan 6-6). 705 pm
Toronto (Hamilton 4-6) at Texas (Morgan
12-6). 7 35 pm
Cleveland (Colon 10-41 at Anaheim (Hill 410). 905 pro
New York (Irabu 9-3) at Oakland (Haynes
7,10). 9105 p.m
_
Chicago (Snyder 9-61 at Seattle (Meche 22). 905 pm

753-8355

National League
East Division
L Pct. GB
New York
67
45
598 Atlanta
67
46
593 1/2
Philadelphia
61
50 5495 1/2
Montreal
44
64
407 21
Florida
44
68 393 23
Central Division
L Pct. GB
Houston
69
44
611
Cincinnati
64
45
587
3
Pittsburgh
56
55 505 12
Si Louis
56
57 496
13
Milwaukee
50
59
459 17
Chicago
50
60 45517 1 2
,
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Arizona
63
49 563 San Francisco
58
53 5234 1/2
San Diego
52
59 46810 1/2
Los Angeles
49
62 44113 1/2
Colorado
48
63 43214 1/2
Sunday's Games
San Francisco 5 Atlanta 2
Montreal 4, San Diego 2
Arizona 7, Philadelphia 4
Pittsburgh 5 St Louis 1
Los Angeles 14. New York 3
Cincinnati 8, Milwaukee 2
Florida 2. Colorado 1
Houston 6, Chicago 2
Monday's Games
San Diego (Clement 5-10) at Montreal (Powell 0-41, 605 pm
San Francisco IL Hernandez 6-10) at Florida (Springer 5-11), 6.05 pm
Cincinnati (Neagle 2-3) at Pittsburgh (Ritchie
10-71, 605 p rn
St Louis (Mercker 4-4) at Philadelphia (Byrd
13-6), 635 pm
Los Angeles
(K Brown 12-6) at New York
.
.
(Hershiser 11-8), 6.40 pm
Houston (Holt 2-11) at Atlanta (Smoltz 85), 6.40 pm
Arizona (Daal 10-6) at Chicago (Trachsel
.ub p.m.
Colorado (Kite 6-11) at Milwaukee (Pulsipher 3-2). 7:05 P.m.

SOME THINGS ARE MEANT TO BE CLOSED
YOUR MIND ISN'T ONE OF THEM.
0.4104
M.DA has shown how valuable people
with disabilities are to society
Talent, ability and desire are more
• Important than strength of a persons
muscles The barrier these people cant
overcome is a closed mind
Keep yours open

"iv

1-800-872-1717
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MUSCULAR
DYSTROPHY
ASSOCIATION
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Jarrett dominates Brickyard 400

By KEN BERGER
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)
There's no doubting the success of
the Brickyard 4(X). Six years into
one of the most improbable experiments in racing history, stock cars
are a huge hit at Indianapolis Motor
Speedway.
Now, if only NASCAR could
solve this problem: No one can
compete with Dale Jarrett - at
Indy or anywhere else.
At the hallowed Brickyard, fans
know good racing when they see it.
What they saw Saturday, when Jarrett dominated the field for his sec-

ond Brickyard 400 victory., was just
another one-Man show.
"They know how to win a cham:
pionship," said Jeff Gordon, who is
watching Jarrett dominate the Winston Cup points race the way he did
in winning the last two championships. "They've been right there,
second or third many times.
"Now, we've got to get things
going so we can at least make them
work for it. Right now, it's too easy
for them."
With Jarrett leading Mark Martin by 274 points with 14 races left,
Gordon's comments sounded an
awful lot like a concession speech.

Bobby Labontc
third, followed. Jarrett twice at the Brickyard.
by Jeff Burton. Tony Stewart and
The same was true of Gordon
Gordon - who trails by a nearly
the past two seasons, when he was
insurmountable 507 points.
just about unstoppable in winning
Since running its first race at
consecutive Winston Cup champiIndy in 1994. NASCAR has
onships. Jarrett is sitting in that seat
amassed all the fans, purse money
now.
and attention it needed to make this
"It's as good as it can get right
race one of the sport's top attracnow," said Jarrett. who led 116 of
tions. But Winston Cup racing is
160 laps on Saturday and drove
supposed to be the most competiaway from the field after the final
tive American driving series. It's
round of pit stops - when Dave
starting to look like the Blowout
Marcis' blown engine brought out a
Cup instead.
caution flag.
"It's awfully tough to keep up
While Jarrett tied the two Jeffs
with hini every week," said La- - Gordon and Burton with his
bonte, who has finished second to series-leading fourth victory.
Is

III1Fall sports...
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(Sept. 10) before welcoming
Russellville for Homecoming (Sept.
17).
The rest of the MHS slate looks
like this: at Ballard Memorial (Sept.
24), at Heath (Oct. 1). Fulton City
(Oct. 8) Mayfield (Oct. 15), Fulton County (Oct. 22) and at Lone
Oak. (Oct. 29).
As usual, look for the Mayfield and Fulton County contests
to be crucial to the Tigers' playoff positioning.
Following the "County Clash",
the Lakers host Madisonville (Sept.
10), play at Lone Oak (Sept. 17),
at Union County (Sept. 24), Marshall County (Oct. 1), Fulton City
(Oct. 8), at Hopkins Central (Oct.
15), at Paducah Tilghman (Oct.
22)and Mullenberg North (Oct. 291.
After an unwanted hiatus from
the playoffs, the Lakers should
make their way back to postseason play this year. Expect the
Union County and Paducah Tilgh-

•

man games to loom large in Calloway's playoff push.
Road to the Gold: The Murray State Racers begin their quest
for an Ohio Valley Conference title
against Southeast Missouri Sept. 18.
Before that, however, the Racers have the daunting task of facing Big Ten and national power
Wisconsin Sept. 4 and at Southern Illinois Sept. 11
But the big game for MSU will
be a showdown with Tennessee
State Nov. 13 at Nashville's new
Adelphia Coliseum.
After a heartbreaking 46-44 loss
to TSU - which decided the OVC
championship - the Racers would
hke nothing better than to steal
that game and return the league
trophy Murray.
Don't be surprised if that game
decides the conference winner
again.
All of this makes for a very
intriguing fall in Murray. So stick
around, and we'll see you at the
game.

BILLS / BILLS / BILLS

&ET UN Pin' YOU
BEHIND
OF A civaLrry USED
CAR OR TRUCK

TIRE wilmar,,,_

1995 GMC Jimmy SLT - St. # 99400.1. 4D, 4WD,
Silver, V-6, Auto, All power, leather, 60,000 miles,

$15,986
1999 Chevy S-10 Stepside Pickup - St #99352.1
NC,PS/PB, Black, only 1,700 miles

$11,973
1999 Dodge Grand Caravan LE - St. #99401.1
3.8 V-6, Dual A/C, All power, White, 15,000 miles

$21,995
1999 Dodge Dakota Sport - St. #99402.1. Red, V-6,
auto., A!C, 25.000 miles
$14,995
1998 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo 4x4 - St.
#99260.1. Green, 1 owner, P/W. P/L, tilt & cruise.
cassette, 30.000 miles
$20,872

-1998 Jeep Grand Cherokee - St. #99002.1. V-8,
LTD, 4x4, black leather, all power. 27,000 miles
Reduced $24,995

Loansfrom $10,000 to $75,000
• No equity required - easy qualifying
• Consolidate bills and reduce monthly payment
• Cut your monthly mortgage payments in half
MONTHLY PAYMENT
EXAMPLES

$10,000
5106.64

$50.000
5533.21

$75.000
5799 82

1997 Ford Ranger X

\ \11()W11)1

$8,750

1997 Dodge

- St. #992-1-5:17-3.6 L., V-6,
maroon, PNV, P/L, tilt & cruise. 52,000 miles

Homeowners Only
..f •J..G

171.PS/PB, A/C,

cnly 22.0

1-800-819-7010

PAYMENT BASED ON 1/ 50., NOTE RATE. 12649 APR
20 YEAR FIXED TERM 5-25 YEAR LOANS AVAILABLE

Visit our website... www.nationwidelend
mg.com

Nobody can protect your

AU
TO
any better

than
we can.

Haverstock
211 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY

Suiter

753-3415

ILI-

1997 Dodge Neon - St. #00008.1 2 door, red. Auto.,
A/C, PS/PB, 39,000 miles
$7,986
1997 Nissaff Setitra-GXE- - St. #00006.1.4 door, white, PS/PB. A/C. 35,000 miles
$9,995
1997 Chev. K1500
4
'-St.

$15,872

99O26.1
State Auto
insurance

Look to US for quality Auto Insurance Coverage. low rates.
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service..
Call us today!

and

$10,986

imreccsicalii<acin

1997 Dodge

tus - St. #511. Auto., A/C, P/W, P/L,
tilt & cruise, cassette, platinum silver, 51,000 miles..
$

$9,986
1997 Dodge Stratus - St. #495. Auto, NC, white,
PAN, Pl., tilt & cruise. cassette. Reduced $9,986
1996 Jeep Cherokee Classic - St. # 99381.1 4D.
2WD, Blue, 4.0 six, auto, P/W, P/L, T/C, 47.000

miles

$12,762
1996 Dodge Stratus - St. #99345.1.4 door, auto..
',VC, PSIPB. tilt & cruise, 29,000 miles
$9,450
1996 Ford F150 Eddie Bauer Pickup - St.
#99146.2., blue/tan. A/C, PS/PB. 41,000 miles......

$11,976
1996 Dodge Dakota Sport Pickup - St. #99390.1.
V-6 Auto, PS/PB, A/C, Black
$8,995
1995 GMC Jimmy SLT - St.# 99400.1. 4D, 4WD,

All Shoes & Apparel

Silver, V-6. Auto, All power, leather, 60,000 miles

$15,986

Men's • Women's • Children's

1995 Ford Windstar GL - St.# 99232.1. White, V-6.
Auto, T/C, 52,000miles

o

A's

r onto,

id.
>etroil
impa
t a 7,
cattle
oroncs (3save

20 40%
off

A

Select From These Famous Name Brands:
-\] Reebok
\ Nike
Ni Converse
Fila
-N1 New Balance
Asics
Ni Puma
Tretorn
.\1 Adidas
.N) K-Swiss
Airwalk
Ai Mitre

1995 Ford Mustan

1203
Chestnut
Street

SPORTING GOODS

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFEMon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.• Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.• Sun. 1 p.m.-5 p.m. p.m.a.m.

Murray,
Kentucky
753-8844

ed. V-6$
,9
;u9to
9,5

93

$8,450

1995 Ford

star GL - St. #99395.1. Tan, V-6,
auto., P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise
$9,450
1995 Ford Contour GL - St. #99362.1 Burgundy,
PS.PB, A/C, 61,000 miles
$6,782
1994 Olds Cutlass Supreme - sc. #481. V-6, P/W,
P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette
Reduced $5,995
1993 Ford Thunderbird - St. #99288.1. White, V-6,
Auto. A/C, PNV, P/L, tilt & cruise, 56,000 miles

1992 Dodge 0150 -St. #99288.5. Green/tan,
V-8, Auto., A/C, PM!, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette

$6,995
All Vehicles Subject To Prior Sale

"Whatever It Takes. We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company."

DENNISON-HUNT
*95

t.

A/C S

.‘

Dodge
GodgeTriros

0 1
Dodge

2400 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN
(901)642-5661

1

1-800-748-8816

I 114
:
1 :
154I 1 1i
Plymouth
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TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:

( ‘s11,11.11) ‘I) R VIT.S

Ad Deadlines
Deadline Day & Time

$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run

r 11 a.m
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m
Thos. 3 p.m
Wed. 3 p.m.
'Thurs. 3 p.m.

1,411 3 Aals Mall RI. WWII* 6 Da) Pr,hi

$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guido
Luye Ai WO° duednyeren 1 yr day 6e per word per day Ice each addax:mai consecuove
SaY
S2 00 extra for
•
(Tues . Oar...dicers go gm° • •
Gude)S2-00 extra for blind box ads

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
420 Home Loans
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

470 Motorcycles & API's
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

METE
tempo
759-02
NEW
Honzo
3 8hp
753-29
15 RO
red oa
436-21

2 TVVI
each
furnitu
nights
Jeep
$5.00.

LARG
$175

The Murray Planning Commission will hold
a public hearing on Tuesday, August 17, 1999
at 7:00 p.m. in the conference room at 200
Andrus Drive on a Planned Development
Project located on Miller & Olive Streets.
This project consists of 23 rental units. The
proposed project site is zoned R-4 (MultiFamily Residential).
Plans for this project are on file in the offices
of Planning and Engineering and may be
reviewed between 7:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday before the hearing
date.
If you have any questions concerning this
project, contact the planning office at 7620374.
John Peck, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission
NOTICE
August special at Hair Art
Buy one get one FREE
New Deepshine shampoo
or conditioner by Rusk,
Dixieland Center 753-6745

Butch Seargent, Director
Planning & Engineering

Ode To Linda Duncan Bennett
Our S1SteT Linda landed

here upon this earth
Some fifty years ago on
our fathers day of birth.
He came to the hospital
singing Happy Birthday
to me. And from that
day on only thirty
he would be.
All of his number from
now on she got.
So adding them trp it really makes a lot.
No longer a kid with the wrinkles for proof.
Daddy stayed young
as Linda went through the roof.
To bring her home they sold an old cow.

BELIEVE it or not you can
buy a new home without
perfect credit Call Rick for
details Johnson Dream
Homes 901-642-2210 "

1 or 2 roommates wanted
Separate bedrooms Good
location Good pnce
Call 753-9786 ask for Mark
270-247-0510 ask for
Summer
ROOMMATE Wanted to
lAie in the best home in
Murray! Own room, furnished all appliances! Call
759-4846.

A questionable trade
but it worked out somehow.
So to this Middle Child the rest of us want to
say That no one should forger your
YI:r2a142 birthday.
Au:ust 9

LOST At the Medical Arts
Parking lot area Gold
band with 3 rows of small
diamonds Reward' Call
901-479-1362

THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

CATFISH Dinners nightly
at Sandra D's Diner- Hwy.
94E 753-FOOD

HOST Families Needed
Three international students need immediate
placement Ideal for people
who like experiencing new
culture or couples with an
empty nest Call Mike 7538022

Sanditp o c5r1wDI
Di

OCIACI2

gyntitaziLic4
REGISTER NOW!
489-2308 — 753-0330

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemother
apy For free informa
bon call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"frOS iocai dam serv,ce-

Peaches, Nectarines.
Tomatoes & Vegetables
2 miles west of
Mayfield
Also located at
Farmer's Market
Place

Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

270-623-8312

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue' and the
pohcies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

**ATTN: STUDENTS**
$10.00 BASE/ APPT.
••27 OPENINGS**
Flexible w, School
Schedule
Customer Service/ Sales
Condition Apply
270-443-2376
Check Out www workforcestudents.corn/ ndd
A Leading national cable
provider if looking for
career minded individuals
to fill several part time
Customer
Service
Representative positions
Applicants should be able
to work a flexible schedule
including nights, weekends
and holidays. Proven customer service experience
preferred. but not required
Computer and telephone
skills a plus. Send resume
to
Mediacom
Attn. Customer
Service Manager
90 Main Street
Benton, KY 42025
AREA TITLE
RESEARCHER
Must have dependable
transportatton and good
handwriting Will train No
cost or obligation Call
1-800-701-2273
"Openings and training in
Calloway County"
BE Your Own Boss! Set
your own hours, for info_
Send S.A.S.E to Work- AtHome. P.O. Box 130 Hazel,
KY 42049.
DUE to rapid expansion
Coldwell Banker. Woods &
Associates Real Estate
has openings for sales
associate Call 753-1651
for appointment

LOCAL
route
driver
Fulltime, health insurance
paid No layoffs. Send
resume to P.O. Box528
Murray, Ky 42071.
NEED applicants for light
industrial positions. -3
shifts" $6 25 per/ hr Call
People Lease 753-0017.
Between 9-4 M-TH. Fn. 912 apply at 1406 E. North
12TH St. Murray
NEEDED 29 People who
will get paid to loss weight
100% natural, doctor recommended. Call 888-5883713.
NOW accepting applications for meat department
help Apply in person at
D&T Foods 623 South 4th
Murray
NOW Hiring for the plant
Apply
in
person
at
Applegate Insulation 1925
State Route 1241 N
Hickory.

ROLLINS Transportation
Services is currently seeking experienced Single and
Team OTR Drivers for our
MURRAY, KY operation
WE OFFER:
.540.000 per year
aver.
*Excellent Benefits
•Paid Holidays
*2 weeks Vacation
after 1 year
*Company Paid
Pension Plan

•Safety Bonus
*Late Model
Equipment
*Off 2 Days Per Week
•Union Job-Local 227
WE REQUIRE:
*2 years experience
in last 5 years
'Minimum 23 years of
age
*Good Drrving Record
*Pass DOT
Physical/Drug

NOW hiring waitresses.
dancers & D.J. at the Foxy
Lady, Pans. TN. Call 901E44-0107. No experience
necessary
NURSES AIDE
PAN work as needed, all
shtfts. Prefer experience,
but will train. Not a full time
job. Need flexible, caring.
mature individual who
would enjoy working with
the elderly. In a pleasant
environment. Apply in person only. Fern Terrace
Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr. EOE

OTR Drivers wanted. 1 yr
experience
required
Benefits. Great starling off
pay. Home most weekends. 1-800-742-5181
OWN a Computer'?
Put it to Work'
525-$75hr PT/FT
800-294-9640
www.work-from-hometoday.com
PART- Time office receptionist needed Mon.- Thur
for busy Medical Office
Requires computer and
organizational skills Send
resume & references to
PO Box 1040-M. Murray,
KY 42071
TUDOR wanted for 9th
grader. General subjects
and spelling. 753-0696

For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to.

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Sat.. 9 am.-5 p.m.
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

By qualified installers.
We install carpet, vinyl, tile,
.0,0 hardwood & laminated
floors.
.";, ,
Residential or
Commercial

759-1591

PERSONS needed to prepare Income tax returns
Free tax course. Great for
people who like to work
during winter months only.
Seasonal Jan to April. Call
753-9204 or 437-4531.
SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring daytime grill cook
and cashier. Apply in person Monday-Friday Bel-Air
Shopping Center
SPORTSMAN'S Anchor
Resort, at Jonathan Creek,
needs store clerk balance
of season through October,
with opportunity for rehire
in March 2000 Needs to
have typing and computer
skills. Call (270) 354-6568
for application and interview. M-F only. 9-5.
TRANSIT DRIVERS
WANTED
Murray Calloway Transit
Authority is accepting
applications for part time
driver. MCTA's operational
hours are Monday through
Friday. 7.00 am to 5:00 pm.
Applicants must be able to
work flexible hours and
special assignments Work
hours can be as few as
• three hours'or. as many as
eight hours per day as
demand dictates. Preemployment drug screen
and physical including
hearing and vision exams
are required.
All applicants must have a
-Valid Drivers License
-Safe driving record
-CDL License or be willing
to attain license within six
months as a condition of
employment
-Knowledge of city streets
and county roads
MCTA participates in random drug screening and is
an
Equal Opportunity
Employer
Applications are available
in the Murray Calloway
Transit Authority Office.
Weaks Community Center.
607 Poplar, Murray.

BABYSITTER Needed to
12 month old in our home.
M-F. 13 miles East of
Murray Send info. to PO.
Box 390. Murray. KY
42071 Resume and/or references preferred
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.
CLEANING houses is my
speciality 6 yrs. experience References upon
request Apnl 759-9320
GIVE T L C to elderly
household
chores
Experience Days only.
759-3179
IN Home licensed DayCare
now has openings With
daily activities in play. art &
preschool curriculum 7670791
IN Home licensed DayCare
now has openings With
daily activities in play, art &
preschool curriculum 7670791
WILL Clean your home
Very reliable, reasonable
rates 753-3802
WILL Do house cleaning
ironing in your home Also
babysitting at night
270-474-2131

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

Quizno's
ei SUBS
TASTE THE SUB THAT'S
TOASTING THE COMPETITION & FIND OUT HOW
EASY rr is TO OWN
YOUR OWN BUSINESS
• OVER see UNITS
OPEN
• FINANCING
AVAILABLE
'LOW START-UP
COST
• PROVEN
CONCEPT
• NATIONAL TV
ADVERTISING

OPEN
HOUSE
Thursday, August 12
7:00 P.M.
Holiday
Express
3994 Hinkleville RD,

Paducah KY
RSVP
Call (270) 436-5800
(800) DELI-Subs
www.quiznos.com

EPSON 286 Computer &
monitor With FX-850 printer & computer cart
Software $150 753-8630
LOOKING For a computer? Good or bad credit.
We finance. Call TennTEK
1-800-741-9983
MOM COMPUTERS
Onsite Sales And Service
Parts, Upgrades, Installs
Hardware And Software
Phone 0 759-3556
Pager 742-1552
PACKARD Bell Legend
725DX PC, complete with
DOS<
Windows
3.1,
Netscape,
Explorer,
Quicken,
MS
Works,
Eudora e-mail, faxing software, 2 disk dnves, 28.8
kbps modem
Internet
ready, complete with monitor, cables, printer, disks,
everything $350. Call 7535778.

CASH paid for good, used FURNITURE (Antique
or
rifles, shotguns, and pis- Primitive),
Collectables,
tols. Benson Sporting and other antiques, 1
piece
Goods, 519 S. 12th, or all Call 753-3633
.
Murray.

The Kentucky Department of Parks frequently has permanent, full-time vacancies
in the following classifications:
Cook, Cook Helper, Cook Senior, Park
Laborer, Park Worker, Maintenance Worker,
and Serving Attendant
SALARY RANGE: $5.151 to $7.588 per hour,
depending upon the specific duties of the
position.
In order to be eligible for consideration for
these classifications, applicants should submit a completed state application to the
Kentucky Personnel Cabinet and ask to be
placed on the appropriate register(s).

WAS
tion $
Dryer
$95
Dishw
lent c
Kenny

2PC
$14.9'
BEDR
Call 7
HIGH
& m
Excell
neutra
753-4
NICE
w/ mi
head

The Kentucky Department of Parks also
has interim positions available at various
times throughout the year, ranging from two
to eight-and-a-half months' duration, at all
locations. Types of positions include:
Apprentice I's and II's, Cooks, Lifeguards,
Park Laborers, Park Workers, and
Serving Attendants
These positions may be used in administration, housekeeping, front desk, campground,
kitchen, dining room, recreation, and maintenance facilities. The number and type of
jobs vary from location to location. Some jobs
may require specific skills and training.
Persons interested in interim employment
may apply at the park business office or local
employment services office.

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: All applicants
must be either 18 years of age or a high
school graduate.

Contact: Mr. Chuck Templer, Park Manager
270-474-2211 ext. 2000
KENLAKE STATE RESORT PARK
542 Kenlake Road
Hardin, KY 42048-9737
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

The ideal candidate will be a mature, self-motivated individual
willing to work in a fast-paced environment. Must possess
excellent oral and written communication skills and the ability to work flexible hours.
Requirements include a minimum of 2 years Cost Accounting
experience preferably in an industrial environment. A
Bachelors degree in Accounting or related field.
This position will report to the Plant Manager and the duties
will include:
•Maintaining Bill of Material for products.
•Plant comparative reporting.
•Monthly budget meeting with management.
•Periodic cost review meetings with management.
We offer a competitive starting salary with an attractive benefit package including:
•Paid holidays & Vacations
•Medical & Dental Benefits
•Prescription Card
•401k and Pension Plan
•Life/Accidental Death & Dismemberment Insurance
•Long-Term Disability
•Health/Dependent Care Reimbursement
•Travel Insurance
Pre-employment drug testing is required. Candidates should
submit a resume to:
Seaboard Farms of Kentucky
Attn: FIR MGR
P.O. Etos 116
Hickory, KY 42051
E0E/M/F/H
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19aNorms For Uhl ri
ertserna For
WANTED: Old toys, before
1970's, 759-3456.

NORMANDY
Selection
of
Wood LARGE
Clannet $350 435-4636, Energy efficient homes
evenings
Remember no one, no
150
PIANO For Sale Console where, has a better hous*Ws .
Excellent condition Zero ing value Dinkins Mobile
FosIbis
down, assume low pay- Homes, Inc. 2427 E. Wood
Street, Pans, TN.
ments See locally
"OLD Waverly Iron, mcke
-800-642-4891.
1-800-437-9757
& glass top Dining table w
RENTAPiano. $25 Per
6 upholstered chairs. Also
New & used
gas grille & TV stand. 753- month
Piano's for sale. Tuning &
1772
repair. 1-800-745-6819
28R In The Country.
METER Base & pole for
SPINET- Console Piano
Chambers Realty
temporary service
for sale. Take on small
759-9989
759-0220
payments. See locally.
2BR, 11/2 bath. $260/
NEW 8hp Techumeeh
1-800-343-6494.
month 3br, 2 bath $300/
Horizontal engine New
TRUMPET
S- Silver $200, month 753-6012.
3 8hp Vertical engine
Brass $225 Call 759-0674 3BR, 2 bath C/H/A, gas
753-2930
City water, near lake with
15 ROUND rolls of hay &
stove, refrigerator & dishHernia For Sala
red oak logs for sale
washer Large yard $500
436-2182
12X65
FLAMING
O. 2br, plus deposit Call
STRAW for sale, $2 00/
270-644-1886
11/2
bath.
C/H/A,
recently
489-2436
if no
bale Call
NICE 2br, no pets
remodeled
new
with
floors,
answer leave message
753-9866
carpet, fixtures. 436-5471.
1997 & 1998 retired
16X80, 3br, 2 bath. All NICE, Clean. 7 Miles East
Beanie Babies. 753-5318. appliances. 753-6390.
of Murray. Linzy Beane
436-2582.
2 TWIN box spnngs. $25
SUITABLE for 1 or 2 peoeach King size bedroom
ple. $225/mo. 753-6012.
furniture. Dresser, armoire,
nightstands. $500. Barbie
Jeep $60. Baby Swing
1992 ATLANTIC
$5.00. 759-5958.

MOBILE HOME
FOR SALE

galipspIlimaas

i

LARGE chest deep freeze
$175 492-8603
WASHER excellent condition $95
Dryer excellent condition
$95
Dishwasher (built-in) excellent condition $95
Kenny 759-3180

que or
tables,
1 piece
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160
Home Furnishings
2PC living room group,
$14 95/wk Call 753-4663.
BEDROOM group, $15/wk
Call 753-4663
HIGHLAND House couch
& matching love seat
Excellent condition. Soft
neutral color. Priced to sell.
753-4216.
NICE king size waterbed
WI mirrored and lighted
headboard. Call 759-4994

Equipment
1964 FORD 4000
w/ loader. New trans,
motor, front tires.
$6700.00. Call
759-9600.
COMPLETE Irrigation system Hard-hose tropelar,
pipe, pump Call
492-8790
IRRIGATION MACHINE
Center pivot, water reel,
slurry reels Call Hughes
Farms Services 753-4095

1

11113
Heavy Equipment

9000 Ford Triaxle Dump
nick. Used daily, 14ft bed.
75% tires. A.C. Stereo, air
gauge. $15,000. 1-901782-3524.

BY CHAMPION
16x80 3 BR, 2
bath, vaulted ceilings, all appliances, service
pole. Lists for
$22,000, will sell
for $16,000 OBO.

1994 SUNSHINE 16x80,
3br, 2 bath. C/I-1/A. Jacuzzi
vaulted ceilings, oak cabinets. French doors, appliances included. $19,500.
1-888-621-2521.
573-643-2361. Ext.2275.
1997 16x80 Fleetwood
3br, 2 bath Sell Price
$23,500 Must be moved
Contact Eva Smith
489-2366 after 2p.m
1998 16x80 Legend. 3br, 2
bath. Must be moved.
$24,000. obo. 435-4401.
2BR, 1 bath. 12x60. $1150.
obo. 753-8251.

GOLF, Caddy cart, fines
available. Includes colorfu USED Homes, 121416'
umbrella & weather cover wides See Dinkins
Mobile
ing. the "Cadillac" $129 Homes, Inc
2427 E
Value Now $79. or 2 to Wood Street, Pans TN
1$150. 753-9302.
800-642-4891

ager
• •K

OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished Mur-Cal
Realty 753-4444
1BR
University
Hgts
stove/refrig. W/D dishwasher. Lease/deposit No
pets $325
2Br apt in country. Stove/
ref rig.
W/D
hookup
Lease/deposit. No pets
$250.
2Br. downtown. Stove/
ref rig .
Furnished
Lease/deposit No pets
$265.
8-5 M-F 753-4937
1BR, Furnished. 5 miles
from campus. Bam & pasture space available. $325/
month includes utilities
435-4236.

FOR Lease Large 1500sq
ft Duplex 2br, 2 bath
garage Large wood deck.
range, refrigerator, dishwasher & microwave
C/H/A $600./ rent/ deposit
Available Sept 1st Rent,
deposit 753-7953
FOR Rent or For Sale
TWO, 2br, 1 bath apartments 1 ground floor & 1
upstairs Property zoned B2 This zoning allows for a
variety of commercial, professional or continued residential usage Located at
113 South 13th Street,
Murray. Call Tom Hopkins,
753-6001
FURNISHED 1br apt.
Utilities paid. No smokers
or pets. 1yr lease, month
deposit. For more info,
Rogers Enterprises 7535140.

ual
.ess
tili-

ing
A

tit

119 Main • 753-6266
13'X27' STORAGE building with 10x10' overhead
door More info, Rogers
Enterprises 753-5140
C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571
CREEKVIEW
$20-$40
Per
month
Behind
Tom's
Grille/
Shoney's
On
Center
Dnve 759-4081
MURRAY LOCK
& STORE
Presently has units
available 753-2905
NORTHWOOD
storage
presentty has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

FOR LEASE

Call 753-4751

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Dial-A-Service

DIAL - 753-1916
(Clip This Ad

And Save For A Handy Reference)

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
(
filr
,o
t )
Formal Wear
PIS and Limousine IL Ettl p4;,,
31 1%

.fe

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

4=iiE
Over 25 Years In Business
SERVICES AVAILABLE
• Rentals begin at $2999
-› Area's Largest & Only in Stock Formal Wear
.- !Social Invitations by Carlson Craft
▪ Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding or party
Court Square West
Pane, TN 38242
642-5300

Insured

304 Main Street

Weddings, Peens*
and Banquets.

Murray. KY 42071
502/ 7534300

Completely Mobile

David's Cleaning Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Buses • Brick
David Borders
Phone (502) 759-4734

Ed's Wheel Alignment
Alignment & Complete Brake
Service, Struts and Shocks eh'

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

4
You are responsible for the deductibles that
Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A; $100
Part B. Call me for more information
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

(
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100
Commercial Waste
Disposal
All

)uld

STORAGE

2BR Duplex, C/H/A. Gas
appliances, W/D & yard FURNISHED 2br, 1 bath
maintenance included. No Central gas HIA, Coleman
pets $360/ month plus RE. 759-4118
LARGE Bnck Duplex, near
$300/ deposit.
University. Central gas
270-926-4427.
2BR duplex, central h/a, heat & air. Available 9-199 Lease plus deposit. No
appliances
furnished
Available now. Coleman pets. $425./ month 7591087 after 4p.m.
RE 759-4118
Neon Beach
JERRY'S Country Living.
2BR, 1 bath w/carport, LUXURIOUS 28R units.
Mini-S
torage
Lots for rent with water &
central h/a, appliances fur- Available now. $550-$695.
sewer. Double & single
Also
All
Size
1BR
Units
w/
loft
office.
nished, $475/mo, 1yr
wides. 270-527-8808
Available
parking,
lease, 1 mo deposit, 753- Under cover
LOT for rent 492-8488
Coleman RE 753-9898
2905 or 753-7536
LOT For Rent 753-9866
2BR, central gas h/a, appli- NEW 1br apartment. All
appliances
furnished.
ances furnished $300/mo
Including
w/d.
$325./
Coleman
RE,
Rentals
month. 1 month deposit &
753-9898
1yr lease. 436-5725.
OFFICE or retail space in 2BR, upstairs. No pets.
the Southside Shopping $285, month & deposit. NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer &
Center. 753-4509
489-2296.
BUY or lease. City best
dryer, furnished, near
location. Plenty of parking.
2BR. duplex. Cambridge MSU. Inquire
at 1210 Main
Office Space Subdivision $425. 753- St. 753-1252 before 5pm, Solid building. 2 story.
2500 sq ft per floor
Various size units
6156
753-0606 after 5pm.
Outside-inside entrance to
2BR water, sewer, gas,
Walnut Plaza
RED OAKS APTS.
upstairs, suitable for living
garbage
$275/mo
753104 N. 5th
Special
qtrs., office. Store on court
8355
$100 Deposit
753-8302 or
square. Pans, Tn. Owner
DUPLEX, 2br. 2 bath Fully
1BR From $280
financing possible. Call
753-9621
equipped kitchen including
2BR From $325
753-1300 or 1-888-367microwave. Washer and
Call Today!
6757
dryer, carpet and tile. Yard
753-8668.
FOR Rent or For Sale.
maintenance
included.
SOUTHSIDE Manor Apts. TWO, 2br, 1 bath apartSecurity deposit and lease
Retail space in No pets
now accepting applications ments. 1 ground floor & 1
for 2Br. apartments. Apply upstairs Property zoned BBel-Air Center 753-9240.
at 906 Broad St. Ext. EHO. 2. This zoning allows for a
EXTRA nice 1br, 1 bath,
2,400 sq. ft. Newly
vanety of commercial, proappliances furnished, with VERY nice 2br, 11/2 bath
fessional or continued resiTownhous
renovated between
e,
appliance
s
w/d. central gas h/a, 1yr
furnished with w/d, central dential usage. Located at
lease, 1 month deposit
Food Giant and
gas h./a, $500, 1month 113 South 13th Street,
753-2905.
Murray
deposit, 1yr lease No pets. Murray. Call Tom Hopkins,
Sewing
EXTRA nice 2BR 2 bath
753-6001
753-2905.
Center.
duplex w/ garage 1706
VERY
roomy
bath
2br,
2
Oakhill. 753-7457
duplex wigarage, appliNICE Quiet apt. for rent
ances furnished, central
753-5731
&IPPON
gas h/a, 1yr lease, 1 mo.
NORTHWOOD
and deposit. No pets. 753Cambridge. 2BR. 1 bath
2905.
AKC Cocker Spaniel pup1yr. lease No pets. Extra
pies 8 weeks old Shots &
1BR
Efficiency
Ap
nice. 435-4294
wormed $150 247-2041
Furnished, includes wate
Rooms For Pent
16041/2 Miller. $225 - NOW taking applications
AKC Registered
for 1, 2 & 3br apartments.
$250 per month No pets
_IVING
bedroom
Room
&
Golden
Retriever
Apply
at
Mur-Cal
753-0932 or 753-5898
combination. Close to
Puppies. Dark & light
Apartments,
902
Deposit Required
Campus Rent $140. for
Northwood
Golden. Will be ready
Dr. Equal
appt. Call 759-4805
1BR like new, dishwasher, Housing
Opportunity. 759August 21st. $200.
w/d,
available
now. 4984. TDD# 1-800-247- PRIVATE
Entrance. Serious inquiries
only!
Coleman RE 759-4118.
Access to kitchen, bath2510.
Call 270-474-8340.
room & washer/ dryer.
Please leave
$170. monthly. References
message.
required. 753-3973.
ROOM for Rent- $125. Per AKC Registered Choc. Lab
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray,_NY 42071
month. Deposit required. puppies. 7 weeks old.
$200. Leave message.
1/2 utilities. 759-3768.
753-2767.
502-753-8556
SLEEPING
room.
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
$150/mo Coleman RE,
AKC Registered Miniature
753-9898
Dachshunds. 1 male, 3
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
females. $200. 489-2489.
-Central Heat and Air
DOG obedience classes or
For Rant
Accepting Applications
pnvate. Serving Murray 17
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1499 OXFORD Drive in years. 436-2858
trett.."•=
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Canterbury Subdivision. PEG'S Dog Grooming No
3br, 2 bath. 21/2 car tranquilizers 753-2915
garage. $750. 759-4081
2, 3 & 4BR houses, lease &
deposit required
753-4109
2BR House Deposit $250
Rent $350 Refrigerator &
stove furnished 753-0076
2BR, 1 bath No pets.
deposit & reference
489-6186

You Can Advertise Here For $6.00
per week - (13 week minimum)

Mon.-Fri. Edison Jones, Owner
700-4:00
(502) 75.1-1351

1KENTUCKY LAKES
KATA LOG SALES
Avon Petra Lattterse. General Merchandise
PA). Box 256 • New Concord, KY 42076-0256
PH: 270-436-2421 • E-mail: hlock@wk.net
Call or ree carol°

Types ol Refuse Service

1-8004854,033

4BR. 2 bath near university Available immediately.
1704 Farmer. 753-8413
evenings
BEAUTIFULLY decorated/renovated home in
poplar subdivision. Mature
landscaping, over 2000
sq ft 3BR. 2 baths LR. DR,
FR, eat in kitchen Full wall
of bookcases) built in desk
in FR. 40x20 ft deck and
11x20 ft. screened in
porch. Att. garage. call
753-1641 or Lynda at 7592001.
NICE 2br, 1 bath W/D
hook up Stove & refrigerator furnished On North
16th Close to MSU $350/
month Call 753-6855
REDECORATED 3Br 1
bath in city Stove/refng
w/d Lease /deposit $485
8-5 M-F 753-4937
SMALL 2br house W/D
hook up, perfect for students Close to University
on quiet street $375/
Deposit & $375/ month
Call 753-7535 after 6pm
No pets Must have references

Classifieds
I Your Ad Could Be
)
Office Open

Here For
$780o
(13 tvetk minimum)

'

7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Monday-Friday

Closed Saturday

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes- all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous and
professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by our office at 711 Main

EASTSIDE

753-3853

, 753-6390

ATTN: Home
Buyers.
Come & take a look at what
$351.69 a month (w.a.c)
can buy. A 28x58 3br, 2
bath double wide. Island
kitchen, separate dining
area, large master bedroom. Glamour bath, vinyl
siding, T.V A. energy rite
home. For more info. Call
Steve at 901-642-4466
HOT! HOT! HOT! DEALS!
Summer blow out on all
homes in stock. There has
never been a better time to
buy. Homes have been
reduced $1.000's. Low
interest rates. Easy financing. Now is the time to buy
or trade your existing now
For more Info. Call Steve
at 901-642-4466.
"HUGE 32)(48 new, full furnished home. (1 only) first
come, first serve. Ask for
Teddy, Johnson Dream
Homes. 901-642-2210."

460
Horne/ For8s

For Rant

lI

--

YARD
SALE
Tues., Aug. 10

8 a.m.-8 p.m.
1904 Melrose
Estate Sale
Furniture,
yard
equip., books, misc.
kitchen items, gas
grill - all must go!

Fort*
BEAUTIFUL Wooded hillside 2 up to 17 acre
tracks Restricted 5 minutes West of town 1 track
with stocked pond, well &
septic Call for your private
showing today 753-2905
MURRAY Estates, Lynn
Grove Road 94W Great
Location for now & the
future Call 270-435-4487
or 1-888-673-0040
33 WOODED Acres, overlooking pasture & creek
beautiful Osborne Road
$49,950 Terms
753-9302
455

EXCEPTIONAL 3br,
2 bath, brick. Double lot,
town's edge. Consider
lease with option to buy/
limited owner financing.
753-4109/ 759-8093

FOR Sale, 2br brick home
803 Vine Street 1 block
from hospital $45,000
Call 753-8900 or 753-0071
HOME For Sale, 4BR, 21/2
bath,
brick,
tn-level,
FOA sale by owner 1665 2600sq ft Great
location in
Calloway Ave Less than 2 town
$116.000
1615
blocks off MSU campus - Cardinal Call
753-2052 or
Brick veneer covered car759-8354
port. Owner built. Approx
NEAR MSU Nice 3br, 1
2000sq.ft. 2Br. 1 1/2 bath,
1/2 bath Brick, New C/H/A
lg paneled den Newly
& roof Hardwood floors
repainted inside & out Call
$65,000 753-3584
753-6098.

HOME FOR SALE
. ,
....

1_

1-275 acres. Coldwater
area. Owner financing
489-2116 or 753-1300

Hones For fide
1499 OXFORD Drive in
Canterbury Subdivision
3br, 2 bath. Large eat in
kitchen with island, living
room with French door flex
room. 21/2 car garage.
2450+- under roof. Built in
1990. Trees and backyard
privacy fence $109,000
759-4081.
3BR 1 1/2 bath 1561 sq ft
2 large LR Fenced in
backyard, full carpet.
C/H/A, bock exterior. Close
to MSU campus $79,500
Call 236-9071
4BR Home nearing completion Formal dining
room, large master suite.
extra large kitchen with
breakfast area and nice informal seating area looking out over tree covered
back yard Call 753-3903
for additional information
BRING the kids to this 1
1/2 story 4BR 'HOME" with
Waverly eat-in kitchen,
playroom. walk-in pantry
Newly decorated top to
bottom. Lots of storage
Fndg , stove, dishwasher.
Brand new Carrier unit .2
sheds. Approx. 2 acres.
Kirksey area $75,500 .Call
489-2356
BY owner. 3yr. old custom
waterfront. Keniana. 38R
4 bath, office, dock, rail and
more. 189,900
(270)436-2007
BY owner: 802 Olive.
Charming older home.
Recent
improvements.
Fish pond, secluded back
yard, garage. 3BR 2 bath
$80's.753-8799.
COUNTRY Comfort- 3br,
3-bath. Brick one owner,
large kitchen. Rec.-room,
real marble and tile. Must
See!
Reduced
to
$173,000
Over 4400SF Under Roof
4br, 3-bath immaculate one
owner. 2 story foyer, sunroom. deck. Huge walk in
closets $234,500. Call
Laura Thornton of Coldwell
Banker Wood & Associates
753-1651

,
,

Call (270) 753-9520 after 5:00 p.m.
for appointment.

,..01-N-
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L ABSOLUTE

753-3333 - Days
759-1503 - Nights

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

AUCTION

NO MINIMUMS!NO RESERVATIONS!
THURSDAY, AUG. 12TH, AT 6:00 P.M.
DOGWOOD RESORT CAMPGROUND
Near Ken Lake State Park
Aurora, Kentucky • Jonathan Creek Area
12 Miles Northeast 01 Murray, Kentucky
'or'n Aurora 7-affe --fw• Y4 SA 3 Vies -c, .-lery 4,97
"Lancaster Road", Proceed East 1 3 Miles To Cross Spenr
Rd , Turn Right. Proceed 8 Mile To Property' Signs Posted'

9.824 ACRES
Selling

Regardless Of Price

30 RV CAMPSITES • 6 CABINS

Swimming Pool • Showers • Laundry
Picnic Tables • Access To Boat Ramp
Buildings For Grocery & Game Room
Has Potential.. Needs Some Care!
A Great Business Opportunity!!
15% Down, Balance In 30 Days!
/972 - 35'AIR STREAM CAMPER

JAM
R. CASH'
. - 1 -..-;ES
AUCTIONEER i REAL ESTATE BROKER ,
rC
R

FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466 •:.0 ;
"THE SELLING MACHINE-

n
'
CALL FOR DETAILED BROCHURE
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ABSOLUTE AUCTION
NO MINIMUMS!NO RESERVATIONS!
SATURDAY, AUG. 14TH, AT 10:00 A_IYI.
Mr flowertroan Property
"A Little Marshall County Hide Away"
Near Draffenville, Kentucky
From Drafter., .,-. 'Hwy 68-641" Tai, -,,wy 641
South 1 3 Miles To Hwy 795 At The Peps, Terminal
Proceed NW On Hwy 795 - 2 5 Miles To Property
From Benton Take Hwy 641 North 1 9 Miles To Hwy
795 -At The Pepsi Terminer. Proceed NW To
Property From Sharp Take Hwy 795 South 6 Miles
To Property. Signs Posted '

67.23 ACRES
In 5 Tracts 8s Combinations

HOMESITES - GET AWAYS
HUNTING AND RECREATION
WOODSLAND....AND MORE!!
'T IR AIIC lif

A IC Ft E XL IG E ID F

9.57 ACRES • 9.80 ACRES • 9.88 ACRES
15.83 ACRES • 22.13 ACRES
Real Estate Sells At 10:00 A.M.
Buoy Away lirairliviclasall "Tract
Ccirwitririatifomi CU "Traucts
ClOr- Trice Entire:* F`wriolisier-ty
15% Down, With A Minimum Deposit Of
$2,000.00 Per Tract, Balance In 30 Days!

JAM
ES R. CASH
'Is AUCTMEER
& REAL ESTATE BACKER
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466

THE SELLING MACHINE- t
R
CALL FOR DETAILED BROCHURE j

_

---tc_ARPET& FLOOR CO
bead
'We* .11646.‘

Carpet

T'„E HardWOOd

CON bi & see our shouroom :ndzy.

30Yrs.Installation Experience
We Stand Behind Our Work

FOR LEASE
New 2000 sq. ft. brick building
or(2) 1000 sq. ft. buildings.
Central heat & air, gas, large
concrete parking lot.

• ..

1520 Canterbury Drive
Four bedrooms, 2, baths; tiled, two-story entry
foyer; family room with hardwood floor and gas
logs in fireplace; custom cabinets in kitchen;
large, formal dining room: study with built-in
bookcases. 2700 square feet living space.
Economical gas heat/heat pump central systems
with high efficiency filters. Tree-shaded lot.
Large deck with hot tub. Asking $179,900.

Row.

11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract
Property located off of Hwy
94E onto Hwy 1551, Old
Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane &
proposed new Hwy 80. For
more information please
view property, review posted data. then please call,
502-441-2253.
5 2 ACRES 10 minutes
out 121 south, private
building sites $7450
Terms,
753-9302
50 ACRES Prime tenable
farmland plus 8 acres
woods & pond
New
Providence area $79,000
492-8446

.,

/

753-7728
641S. l

mi. to Tom Taylor Tn. right 1500 yds.

Crass)
#
Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
\ITI Ith 1\4

Fine Furnishings at "Eceryday" Discount Prices.
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
-Kimball •Liniversal -Broyhill
-Pulaski •Restonic •Basset -Kesler
1(
1)of.vn town
Morro.),

F„..
Free
Financing

Business On A Budget?
2x2 consistency in classifieds every
day for a month - incl/Shopper $205.
Call 753-1916 for details.

4.

,

•

,

1974 HARLEY Davidson
Superglide with Fat Boy
front end New S&S Garb.
spoke wheels Nice paint
job
Lots of chrome
$11,000 1-901-782-3524

1988 CHEVY Suburban
Good condition $2995
753-4445
1991 FORD Explorer 4dr,
4X4. New brakes. cold air
$5995 753-4445.
1992 JEEP Cherokee
Laredo. P/S, PiW. tilt,
cruise,
A/C
AM/FM
Cassette. Must sell. $6000
obo. Call 753-5958

1987 HONDA Prelude AC,
5 spd. AM/FM, pwr windows, sunroof. $1800. Call
492-8707
1989 MERCURY Cougar.
Mechanically sound with
front end damage $450
obo Call 759-3559 ask for
Matt
1992 SILVER
Honda
Prelude Extra nice. 73,xxx
miles. $9500 Call
492-6200.
1994 Grand Prix SE
Loaded Low mileage
Excellent condition
753-8858 or 759-1965

1982 SCOTTSDALE, 6cy •
air 120,xxx miles
1982 Custom Deluxe, V-8,
rebuilt with 20,xxx miles
Call 527-8392
1988 3/4 ton Silverado
PW, PL, PS, PO, tilt
cruise, brand new tires
Mint condition $5500.
435-4602
1989 FORD F250 XLT
Lariet International 7.3
diesel, banks exhaust system. electronic under/ over
dnve, nice clean, garage
kept truck $9500 00 7534871
1994 GMC Z71. 4WH DR.
PW, PB, PL, TS. CD
Player 70,xxx miles. Many
added features $15,500
436-5210 After 5p.m No
answer, please leave message.
1996 GMC Yukon SLT 96K
Green with tan leather interior. 4 door 753-4591
$22,500

GUTTERS
Quality
Aluminum
Seamless
Gutters, gutter supplies &
shutters Vanety of colors
Licensed, free estimates
West
Ky
Seamless
Gutters, 753-0278
H&H
Remodeling
Specializing
small
in
remodeling lobs Sales and
service of garage doors
Call 270-753-5612 ask for
John or Ron
HOUSE Divine
Residential and commercial housekeeping service
Competitive pnces Special
offers for new clients and
bonus discounts for all
clients Call 270-767-9457,
9AM-5PM

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture,
FREE Estimates
Call Today

753-5827
A-1 Al A Tree Service,
Stump removal, tree spraying, leaf raking, hedge tnmming, landscaping. mulch
hauling & mulch spreading.
gutter cleaning Licensed &
insured Full line of equipment Free estimates Tim
Lamb,
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
A-1 Tree Professionals
Stump removal, tree sprayMurray
ing
Serving
Calloway Co since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737

1995 CUTLASS SL 2dr,
pwr LW AiA wheels. V-6.
A/C, Delco AM/FM/ Cass.
Stereo Bucket seats. console. excellent condition.
759-8303 $7900. obo
1997 LASABRE Like new,
ANTENNAS
Including
loaded
36,xxx miles. RV's,
TV Towers, rotors,
white 270-437-3044
amplifiers, and accesCARS $100.- $500. & sories
Up. POLICE IMPOUNDS Dish Network & Direct TV
Hondas,
Toyota's. Satellite Systems, Sales.
Chevy's, Jeep's & Sport Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
Utility Vehicles Call now 1& Satellite.
800-730-7772 Ext 6612
PAMPERED 1984 BMW 500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.
7331
Loaded
First
$4200.00 takes it
WALTERS Contracting
489-2207
Free
estimates.
Guaranteed Quality Work.
Licensed & Insured. Over
20 years experience.
1989 FORD Aerostar Van Roofing, additions, vinyl
Very, very clean 166k siding, decks, remodeling.
miles, 1 owner $3800
Call 753-2592
474-2487

MOVING. Will move entire
household, clean out
garages, rental properties
or anything you need
moved. Superior Movers.
901-642-9279.
PLUMBING REPAIR SERVICE All work guaranteed
Free estimates
753-1134

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free
estimates Day or night,
753-54847
TRIPP'S f3ackhoe Service.
4x4 backhoe. Forest clean
up, stump removal. Ditch
digging, etc. $35/hour, 3
hour min. 436-2778.
TRIPPS Docks Custom
built, steel or wood boat
docks/ walkways, decks,
steel handrailing Repair
work available Phone
436-2778
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, tnmming, leaf &
clipping removal. dethatching, aeration, overseeding
fertilization,
&
bed
mulching. Free Estimates
759-9609

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
ATTENTION Building contractors & cabinet makers
Kiln dried & planed lumber
for sale All Appalachian
species- graded by national
hardwood
lumber
inspector Call
270-376-5454
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system,
dnve-ways, hauling, foundations, etc. 436-2113
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home. boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20Yrs experience
753-5592.
CONCRETE finishing.
Sidewalks, patios. dnveways. Free Estimates.
435-4619
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar.
CUSTOM tractor work
Garden tilling, bush hogging small Jobs Grade
driveways Free estimates
Gerald Carroll
492-6159
DAVID'S
Cleaning
Services. "Cleaning" vinyl
siding, homes, mobile
homes, boats, brick driveways, parking lots, all exterior cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured,
Completely
Mobile Phone 502-759-

AFFORDABLE at around
hauling, tree work, gutter
cleaning, cleaning out
sheds, & junk clean-up
436-2867

DE
Intern
would e
HMO

Q. W

ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling, or just replacing a
switch. Licensed &
Insured. Ott. 753-0834
Hm, 759-9835
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
gnnding, firewood Insured.
489-2839.
— ALL CARPENTRY
ALL ELECTRICAL
New Construction
Remodeling additions.
Floor & floor Joist Vinyl
siding,
residential contractor.
L&J Home Builders.
753-9372, 753-0353
Owner: Larry Nimmo
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
18Yrs experience.
New Construction •
Remodeling. Repairs.
Custom Cabinets.
Concrete Work AGC
Certified.
435-4272.
HOUSTON
CONCRETE
FINISHING
Randy Houston
Michael Houston

ERRY

'
S

CUSTOM

KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showroom
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-5940
•

-4

111..ht•

New Homes,Garages,
Vinyl Siding, Remodeling,
Pole Barns, Decks &
Additions, Etc.

(270)
436-5370

AAA CUSTOM BUILT,
Custom Decks, fencing.
garages. pole barns, carports Hardwood floors
installed & finished. All
repairs Quality workmanship. Licensed 753-7860,
753-9308
ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Decks, painting, remodeling, repairs, sidewalks
etc. No lob too small.
492-6267

still in
patients
drive a

PHONE 877-We-say-OK

Free Estimates

759-5144

FREE To a good home
Luna" Sweet Beautiful
black cat Spayed &
declawed. All shots and
indoor only. Call 762-0244.
FREE: German Sheppard
to a good home. Call
753-511.4.

YOU COULD BE DRIVING THE CAR OF
YOUR DREAMS WITHIN MINUTES OF
CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE!

www.bestcarloans.getayes.com
7 Minute Approval
877-937-2965

Howard's
Construction
Home Improvement
502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED
Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Service"

Garages, Room Editions, Roofing
Siding, Wood Decks & More

DAVID HOWARD

Xostlred

(270) 25/-3128

.401414:11,
77
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ONEY BALL

BONUS BALL #1

CCHME JOINJ THE FUN!
$
500
00

Coverall now at 55 numbers

Play K of C Bingo every Tuesday Evening 7pm
We Have PULL7455• SPEEOBIALL Hogina at 6:
3
0Pm
Cards starting
K of C Hall. Squire Hale Road
Plays 12
at $10.00
A Non-profit Charitable Organization
Games
Feat,...nrg nigrnly specials at $, per card or 52 for three Special carry Over 7
a a
-

Pleeeshrne,
--s =...andv and FREE Oopcorr served Kentocley Charrtabie Gaming License illORG0000514

//,
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long-overdue trip. You might not have
the whole picture just yet. Ask more
questions. Tonight: Finding a reason to
celebrate won't be difficult.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Take a personal matter into consideration. You might feel like you have
it all under control; actually, there are
signs that you may have pushed beyond
your limits. A partner helps you figure
out exactly what has happened here.
Tonight: Home, or wherever you feel
most comfortable.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Conversations flow, though
you might not understand just how much
of yourself you are revealing Others
make a point of asking your opinions.
You might be flattered as another's
actions signal a change in your relationship Still, it's best to play your cards
close to your chest. Tonight: At a favorite
place.
CANCER (June 2I-July 22)
**** Use your savvy and intelligence to make money You are on a high
cycle, knowing what you need and what
to do_ Listen to your instincts with others; they might reveal a lot more than
they realize. Career and daily matters
need balancing Restructure your life.
Eliminate excess. Tonight: Balance your
budget.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Finally, you get it together
and are ready to illoye on an important
work-related project. Your personality

Auto Loans

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned
460040
down before. Loans available for 1st time buyers,
bad credit, repo's or bankruptcy.
Call Kenny at
(270) 247-9300 or(800) 874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.

Holland, The Hassle
Free Grilling Solution
Whether it's a backyard barbeque for the
winning team, or a poolside get-together,
The Holland Grill is the easiest, safest, healthiest way to
make your cook-out a success. Most foods never need
turning. Guaranteed performance.

*Cooking Grid and Burner Guaranteed For Life
•Models Available in L.P. or Natural Gas
•Heavy Steel or Stainless Construction

LAMB'S SMALL ENGINE

helps melt others' resistance, which
could be significant. Allow creativity and
spontaneity to merge. You see a new side
of another and of a personal situation.
Others admire your style. Tonight: Your
call.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Take some time off to relax. You
need time to review where you are coming from. It is likely that you have
changed more than you realize. Listen
carefully to feedback. Someone at a distance has an unusual perspective on you.
Tonight: Take a break from all of your
obligations.
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
***** Aim for what you want, now
that you have a partner in your pocket.
This person is more than willing to support you in any way possible. Together,
you are capable of making a substantial
amount of money. Go over short-term
obligations as well as goals. Don't skip a
step or miss a beat. Tonight: With
friends.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Others look to you for leadership and guidance. You give good advice
and know how to direct others to their
goals. Decide how much you want to
invest in your career and image. You
could find that pnonties change. Why fix
something that is working? Tonight: Put
in extra hours.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You reverse a stand, but no one
is really surpnscd. You've been changing
a lot, others have observed how different
you are Mobilize your high energy and
get the job done Others feel like you
have a lot going for you, and you do.
Cruise through work Tonight: Off to the
gym.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Get down to basics with associates Don't let "fluff' divert your .attenEton. A relationship could be most enticing, but remember where your priorities
are Reconstruct financial agreements so
that they work for you. Another will
attempt to distract you. Follow through
on paperwork, even if it is boring.
Tonight: Be vulnerable.
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 181
***** Others clearly seek you out
and want you. Think about limits you
have established within your home life.
Consider opening a door. Caring flows
between you and a fnend — could there
possibly be more between you? Allow
friends the same spontaneity you allow
yourself. Tonight: Where the crowds are.
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20)
*** You might not be sure which way
to go with work_ You could be overwhelmed by a boss who changes course.
Staying on top of what is going on puts a
great deal on your plate. Pace yourself;
know what must be done Be focused on
the job. Tonight: Clear your desk first.
BORN TODAY
Singer Ian Anderson (1947),
Rosanna Arquette (1959)
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday. Aug. team Add to your relationship with a
10. 1999
greater commitment LEO understands
Your personality draws others to you. you too well'
Know your pnonues. Confusion sometimes marks your relationships. turn it The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
around by asking questions and observ- Have
5-Dynamic,
4-Positive;
ing others' actions. Many options appear, 3-Average. 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
professionally, finally, you get your just
rewards. You feel good about what life ARLES (March 21-Apnl 19)
offers you Be ambitious, and you'll cre- ***** What once was difficult now
ate esen more. If you are single, intensi- becomes easy. Your need to convince
ty marks your relationships There could, othfrs•as•well•ab-yourself might encourbe a lot of ups and downs. If attached, the--age spending. Be clear about what you
two of you will become even more of a are doing. Make calls. Consider that
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STANTON, Ky. (AP) — Hours
after returning to work following
a nearly nine-week paid suspension, two members of the Stanton
police department sued the city
and its mayor.
Police Chief Larry Epperson
and Lt. Robert Mathews filed the
lawsuit Friday seeking more than
$3 million in damages and attorney's fees.
Stanton Mayor Myers Arnett suspended Epperson and Mathews on
June 4 after 'accusing them of,
among other things, accepting pay
from the Powell County school
board for work as crossing guards
while on duty with the city.
Although he says the officers
were guilty of"double-dipping" and
other infractions, Arnett invited
them back to work nearly two weeks
ago. He agreed to conditions that
included a promise to not punish
the officers any further.
"Even though they returned to
work, their reputations have been
damaged," Donna Hale. the officers' attorney, said after filing the
suit in Powell Circuit Court. "All
this humiliation they have been
put through has been unnecessary;
they need to be compensated."
Arnett says he and the men

JACKSON. Ky. (AP) — Many
elected officials in Kentucky draw
full-time salaries even though they
work only part-time and hold other
jobs. and critics claim taxpayers
are being shortchanged.
Elected officials are not required
by the state Constitution to punch
a time clock. So cases similar to
that of Martin County Judge-Executive Lon Lafferty are not unusuLafferty. who makes $55,000 a
year and hired his brother, Garry,
as his deputy, still works as a
physician. But he said he's in the
courthouse on Tuesdays and Thursdays and often leaves his office
near Inez to spend his lunch hour
in the courthouse.
"There's no question that the
money I make here, I earn." Lon
Lafferty said of his government
duties. "I have never worked so

247-9300
1-800-874-0256

!Hayfield
Kentucky

and shook hands and he believed
they were all on good terms again.
"I brought them back after what
amounted to a nine-week paid
vacation, and now they pull this,"
he said after being served with
his copy of the suit. "What would
they have done if I'd 'dismissed
them — sued us for $25 million?"
The officers received about
$2,500 each for working as crossing guards since last August, school
system records indicate.
Arnett says that $5,000 should
have been going to the city instead
of the officers' pockets.
"They were city officers on city
time. They were getting paid twice
for doing the same work," Arnett
said. "That just isn't right, and I
had to do something about it."
Hale said the officers were doing
what other officers had been doing
for years, presumably with the
blessing of city officials.
By suspending the officers without warning. Arnett violated state
law and other rules. Hale said.
Arnett says he has only one
big regret.
"They've got dollar signs in
their eyes," Arnett said. "I thought
I was doing the right thing by
bringing them back, but I see I
was wrong again."

hard in my life, going back to
the days of my residency when I
did 80 or 90 hours a week."
Lafferty made it clear in his
campaign that he would not give
up his medical practice. Two other
doctors who hold political offices
in Kentucky. Lt. Gov. Steve Henry
and Breathitt County Judge-Executive Robert Cornett, did the same.
Henry says he still works three
Monday mornings a month at a
Louisville hospital. Cornett, who
upset incumbent Lewis Warrix in
last year's Democratic primary,
turned his courthouse office over
to a deputy judge-executive, exJackson Mayor Frankie Noble.
"I talk to Doc once or twice
every couple of weeks," Noble
said, "but he's never missed a fiscal court meeting."
Cornett said he intends to donate
$20,000 of his $55,077 salary back
to the county to pay half of Noble's
$40,000 salary.
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A. You have two choices. Your doctor can sign the reimbursement check
DEAR DR. GOTT: I saw this on the over to you, or you can ask him to
Internet and thought your readers invest the money for you in one of
those great offers that only doctors
would enjoy it.
HMO QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS and dentists hear about, like windmill
farms or frog hatcheries.
Q. What does HMO stand for?
A. This is actually a variation of the
Q What should I do if I get sick
phrase, "Hey, Moe!" Its roots go back while traveling?
to a concept pioneered by Dr. Moe
A.•Try sitting irta _different part of
Howard, who discovered that a
bus.
the
patient could be made to forget about
No, I mean what if I'm away from
Q.
the pain in his foot if he was poked
hard enough in the eyes Modern home and get sick?
A. You really shouldn't do that.
practice replaces the physical finger
poke with hi-tech equivalents such as You'll have a hard time seeing your
voice mail and referral slips, but the primary care physician. It's best to
wait until you return, and then get
result remains the same.
Q. Do all diagnostic procedures sick.
Q. I think I need to see a specialist,
require pre-certification?
but my doctor insists he can handle
A. No. Only those you need.
my problem. Can a general practitionQ. I just joined a new HMO. How dif- er really perform a heart transplant
ficult will it be to choose the doctor I right in his office?
want?
A. Hard to say, but considering that
A. Just slightly more difficult than all you're out is the $10 co-payment,
choosing your parents. Your insurer there's no harm in giving him a shot
will provide you with a book listing all at it.
the doctors who were participating in
READER: I hope my readers
the plan at the time the information getDEAR
as big a chuckle as I did.
was gathered. These doctors basically
, 1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
fall into two categories: those who are
no longer accepting new patients, and
those who will see you but are no
longer part of the plan. But don't
worry — the remaining doctor who is
still in the plan and accepting new
patients has an office just a half day's
drive away.
Q. What are pre-existing conditions?
A. This is a phrase used by the
grammatically challenged when they
Do you
want to talk about pre-existing condihave a hot
tions. Unfortunately, we appear to be
pre-stuck with them.
news tip?
Q. Well, can I get coverage for my.
pre-existing conditions?
The
A. Certainly, as long as they don't
Ledger
require any treatment.
Q. What happens if! want to try
will pay
alternative forms of medicine?
A. You'll need to find alternative
$10 for the
forms of payment
best news
Q. My pharmacy plan only covers
generic drugs. but I need the name
tip of the
brand. I tried the generic medication.
month.
but it gave me a stomach ache. What
should I do?
A. Poke yourself in the eye.
Q. I have an 80.20 plan with a $200
deductible and a $2,000 yearly cap. My
insurer reimbursed the doctor for my
out-patient surgery but I'd already
paid my bill. What should I do?
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city

DEAR ABBY: I'm writing in children from elementary -school
Ten years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Buford Hurt, Mr.
response to the letter from "A Mom through high school be spared this
Brecia
and
Huie
was
crowned
Mrs. James A. Parker and Mr.
as
Who Loves Her Son, Anywhere, humiliation and pain.
and Mrs. Allen Rose are attendU.S.A." She arranged counseling for
ANOTHER MOM WHO LOVES the 1989 Murray-Calloway Couning the national convention of
her angry son, and she wrote
HER SON,ANYWHERE, USA ty Jaycee Fair Queen in the paghoping that publicity will be given
Woodmen of the World in San
eant, sponsored by the Murray
to counselors specializing in adolesDEAR MOM: You have ex- Woman's Club in cooperation with
Francisco, Calif.
cents. She also mentioned that the pressed it beautifully. Your Murray-Calloway County Jaycees.
Births reported include a girl
apparent reason for her son's thinking parallels my own. Kelly Manker
to Mr. and Mrs. Frederick William
first
was
runner-up
unhappiness and anger was that.he Read on:
Schmidt,. June 25.
and Angie Herndon was second
"felt intimidated and threateneZ by
runner-up.
Forty years ago
groups of older students at his large
DEAR ABBY: I am 12 years old.
A paving contract for several
Births reported include a boy
Starting in the fourth grade, no one
suburban high school."
city streets was awarded to John
This behavior has a name. It's in my class really cared for me. A to Michelle and Mark Woodman
called bullying, and it victimizes boy named "Tom" and a girl named and a girl to Alice and Edward
Grogan by the Murray City Counmillions of schoolchildren every "Megan" were the exceptions.
cil. The council also named Groover
Bush, Aug. 4; a boy to Tammy
After fourth grade, Megan gave and Roy
year. Presumably, if the son had not
Parker as bookkeeper for the MurHolland, Aug. 5.
been bullied, he would not have in to peer pressure, so Tom and I
ray Water & Sewer System.
Twenty
years
ago
become so angry and would not were the outcasts. At the end of the
Parker Motors, local Ford dealMurray City Clerk Jo Crass
have needed counseling. Surely this year, Tom moved — so I spent the
er, has been awarded three allis a perfect example of why there is first half of the sixth grade as the said the 7,325 city tax bills should
expense paid trips for a total of
a need for "prevention" — the elimi- lone outcast.
be ready for mailing by Aug. 13.
My family and I moved to Iowa The bills are due Oct. 31 after which
nation of bullying.
six people by the Ford Motor
"Mom" wrote in response to the about a year ago. I enrolled in
Company.
Mr. and Mrs. John Parktragedy in Littleton. Immediately school and for the first few days I a 10 percent penalty will be added. er will go to Jamaica. Puerto Rico
Published is a picture of Jerry
after the tragedy, young people was accepted. Then one day I said
and Virgin Islands and Mr. and
themselves also responded by iden- or did something that offended the Maupin. area fishing guide, with
Mrs. Joe Parker and Mr. and Mrs.
tifying bullying as a serious prob- other kids and my old life came the 7 1/2 pound "big jaw" bass
James Parker to Bermuda.
back. I am haunted with the name- he caught along with sauger and
lem in our schools.
Births reported include a boy
Students in Hillsboro High calling and teasing and feel like I'm stripes while fishing. The photo
to
Lt. and Mrs. Richard Charles,
School in Nashville, Tenn., created going crazy.
was by Butch Greer.
I came home from school crying,
the "/ Will Pledge" and urged fellow
Aug.
3.
The 10 living children of Mrs.
students to sign the pledge not to and have even mentioned suicide to
Fifty years ago
Lucille
Hargis and their families
mock or bully others who dress, act, my mom. The teachers have helped
Elected in the Calloway Demolook or talk differently. At the time, some, and I've spoken to two coun- were present on Aug. 5 to celecratic
Primary Election on Aug. 6
these student observations and selors. Today I thought of having a brate Mrs. Hargis' 76th birthday.
were Barkley Jones, representaefforts were reported in the media. train hit my arm, with the intention
Thirty .years ago
tive; R. Hall Hood, court!), judge;
Now the media no longer look to of breaking it, to prove my seriousAda Sue Hutson, daughter of
Nat Ryan Hughes. county attorthese young experts for input and ness. Please help me.
Emma Sue Hutson and Dan C.
advice, but have reverted to report- 12-YEAR-OLD WEIRDIE IN IOWA
ney; Lester Nanny. county court
Hutson,
has been selected--A4i4,&-ing and quoting only adult "experts"
-dent--;"Wariirniiii.--sTe-riff;TIM-is— —
DEAR 12-YEAR-OLD: You are Super Q for 1969 at the convenwho appear not to have heard the
L. Johnson, tax conimissioner; Ed
youth. While gun control and vio- not alone with this problem; tion of independent fertilizer manBurkeen. jailer: Max H. Churchill,
lence in the media certainly must you have lots of company. Sui- ufacturers who produce and marcoroner:
H.M. Workman, Freeman
be addressed, the adult policy- cide is not the answer, nor is ket premium crop fertilizer promakers and administrators do not breaking your arm. You need grams under Super Q trade name. Willoughby, T.A. Willoughby,
Robert L. Wallace. E.B. Adams,
seem to grasp the urgent impor- intensive professional counsel- She is a sophomore
at Murray
tance of dealing with bullying con- ing immediately.
Luther
Suggs. John Ramsey and
State University.
sistently over the long term in a
Roy Brandon. magistrates.
public and publicized way.
Only with raised awareness of
the widespread and devastating
consequences of bullying will society South dealer.
points.
By The Associated Press
be able to rid itself of the attitude Neither
side vulnerable.
At the other table, with a GerToday is Monday. Aug. 9. the
that teasing and taunting are "just
NORTH
man pair seated North-South, the 221st day of 1999. There are 144
something to put up with." Only
46J 10 9 3 2
bidding went as shown. West's two- days left in the year.
with raised awareness will educaA Q4
notrump overcall was "unusual,"
tors and school personnel realize
Today's Highlight in History:
•K 8 3 2
showing length in both minors. It
and accept that only they can
On Aug. 9. 1945, three days
A
+
elicited a five-club bid from his
accomplish zero tolerance of the
after
the atomic bombing of
WEST
EAST
partner sandwiched between
bullying that occurs daily in classHiroshima.
Japan. the United States
+54
rooms, restrooms, hallways, cafetecuebids by North and South. This
J 75
rias, playgrounds and on school
steered West to the safe club lead, exploded a nuclear device over
and it now appeared declarer would Nagasaki, killing an estimated
buses. Only with raised awareness •Q 10 9 5 4
+KJ 432 have to lose a heart and a diamond 74,000 people.
will millions of silently suffering 46Q 10 96 5
SOUTH
On this date:
for down one.
46AKQ 876
South, Ulli Wenning, did not
In 1842. the United States and
V 32
fancy his chances. West was cer- Canada resolved a border dispute
•A J 6
tain to have the queen ofdiamonds, by signing the Webster-Ashburton
+87
and East was a strong favorite to Treaty.
The bidding.
hold the king ofhearts.But Wenning
In 1848. the Free-Soil Party nom-.
South West
North East saw a glimmer of hope and promated Martin Van Buren for pres1•
2 NT
4
ceeded accordingly.
ident at its convention in Buffa5•
Pass
5V
Pass
After taking the club ace, he
lo.
N.Y.
5+
Pass
6+
led a spade to the ace,ruffed a club,
In 1902, Edward VII was
Opening lead — ten of clubs.
led another trump to the king and
cashed the ace of diamonds. He crowned king of England followIn this deal from the 1987 then played a hearttoward dummy. ing the death of his mother. Queen
European team championship,deWithout giving the matter Victoria.
clarer took full advantage of the much thought, West followed with
In 1936, Jesse Owens won his
opposing bidding and a subtle slip the five,and this gave Wenning the fourth gold medal at the Berlin
by a defender to bring home a opening he needed.Instead of-play- Olympics as the United States -Wok
seemingly unmakable slam. The ing the queen, he called for the first place in the 400-me
ter relay.
deal occurred in the match be- four, and an unhappy East sudIn 1969. actress Sharon Tate
tween Germany and Turkey, and denly found himself saddled with
and four other people were found
both North-South pairs succeeded the lead!
murdered in Tate's Los Angeles
FAT CELLS NEED EIGHT FULL
FOR ALL THE TIME
in reaching the reasonable slam
Since East had no more diahome:
HOURS OF SLEEP TO RELAX
cult leader Charles ManMEN SPEND LOOKING AT
in spades.
monds or trumps, he either had to
AND DISPERSE, WHICH IS
WOMEN'S BODIES, THEY
When the Turks held the return a heart into the A-Q or yield son and a group of his disciples
WH4 WE WEIGH LESS IN THE
KNOW ABSOLUTELY NCTHNorth-South cards, there was no a raff-and-discard by leading a club. were later convicted of the crime.
MORNING r ..
ALREADY
iNG ABOUT THEN1
opposing bidding. Faced with a Either way, declarer's diamond
In 1995. Jerry Garcia, lead singer
PACKING THE TAUPE SUIT
blind lead, West hit on a diamond, loser was certain to disappear, en- of the Grateful Dead, died in San
TO ACCOMMODATE AIRPt.
and that was that. Declarer lost abling the Germans to salvage a tie Francisco at age 53.
6LOAT
NOT &ON& UP
only a heart and so scored 980 on the deal.
ANOTHER SIZE FOR SLEEP
Ten years ago: Toshiki Kaifu
DEPRIVATION!f
was elected prime minister of Japan,
succeeding Sousuke Uno. In Mexico. a train fell into the San Rafael
River after a Midge collapsed,
killing
112 people.
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THAT L4/A5 EMILY AT THE DANCE
STUDO, SHE SAYS 514E LIKES TO
DANCE WIT'H ME BEC4U5E I
DANCE LIKE FRED ASTAIRE..

MICHAEL. I DON'T

WI

BELIEVE
THIS IS A
tAnt.100W

1 Ancient bird
4 Part of USA
8 Mama —
Elliott
12 Ending with
cash
13 — goes on
14 Engrave with
acid
15 The — of
Wrath"
17 — sequitur
19 Oakley !D
20 — relief
21 Ultimate
degree
22 — deco
23
Dick25 DDE
opponent
26 Yes (SP-)
27 Suffix
28 Humor
29 Former
Israeli leader
32 Hartford's St
33 Share
35 Article
36 Telly Savalas
TV detective
38 Altar words
39 Restricted

current
41 Part of O&A
42 Slangy
affirmatives
43 Male
youngster
45 Food
additive
(abbr )
46 Tattered
cloth
47 Silver symbol
48 Lettuce
variety
49 L.A team
52 Now — —
me down to
sleep
54 Type of sch
56 Recent
(prefix)
57 Obscene
58 Snare
59 TV actress
Susan —

DOWN
1 Tractor-trailer
2 Above
(poetic)
3 Buster —
4 Tavern drinks
5 Wrong

3 mo.........$18.00
8-9 C 1999 United Feature Syndicate
(prefix)
Two letters
on the #3
phone key
Leases
100 yrs
— ease
Cicatrix
A — in the
dark
Hit — dirt
Expression

21 Lace
covering
22 To be in poor
health
23 Rolling
Stones singer
24 — Preminger
25 Ventilate
26 Father's child
28 Cooking
vessel
29 Sticky stuff
30 Facts
31 No ifs. — or
buss
33 Mocassin
34 Driver's
licenses e g
37 TV's Leno
39 Story from
earlier times
41 Useful thing
42 Chatter
43 — bond
44 Eye
amorously
45 *— Better
Blues'
46 Slanted
roadway
48 Ms Chansse
49 Meadow
50 Female ruff
51 —Sauce
53 Expression of
pain
55 Redgrave ID

mo.
1 yr..

838.00
$72.00

Daytime none
Wail this coupon with
payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call
(502) 753-1916
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MINE

We Have Over 50
2000 Models in
Stock!!.
The 99's Must Go!!!

Conditions depress local producers
Weather, drought, prices and
other factors have many area pro
ducers sort of depressed. With
many of the negative factors agricultural producers face today, few
can be dealt with much control.
However, one thing producers
can have a small contribution to
is educational activities.
Field days and educational meetings are designed to allow producers
the opportunity to maybe gain a
competitive edge on marketing or
a production practice that may end
up to be profit instead of loss.
On Aug. 12, beginning at 5:30
p.m., the Calloway County Twilight Tobacco Tour will take place

1999 Dodge Dakota Sport
Stock # 99302

Call the county extension office
(753-1452) to let us know if you
ACRI(TITURE PDATE
are coming in order to plan for
the proper amount of meals.
Directions to Gary Brame Farm
from Murray, take Highway 121
North to Stella. Turn north onto
GERALD CLAYWELL
Highway 299 to Kirksey. At the
UK Cooperative Extension Agent
Kirksey crossroads, turn left onto
464 (Backusburg Road) and go
on the Gary Brame Farm in north- agenda to discuss the tobacco sit- approximately 4 miles to 1836. Turn
western Calloway County. Variety uation and answer any questions right and follow signs.
trials will be showcased to pro- folks may bring with them.
Directions from Mayfield: Take
ducers, as well as other important
A meal will be available for Highway 121 South to Coldwater.
tobacco information.
the participants of the Twilight Tour, Turn north onto 1836. Go to 464
Dr. Bill Maksymowicz, Uni- which is sponsored by the Unit- (Backusburg Road) and turn right
versity of Kentucky Extension ed States Dbacco Manufacturing (east). Go up steep hill, turn left
Tobacco Specialist, will be on the Company.
on 1836 (north), follow signs.

A/C,PS/PB, AM/FM Cassette, Aluminum
Wheels,40-20-40 Split Bench Seats

Was
$14,725

1999 Jeep Wrangler Sport
4x4

Cooperation shown through educational ventures
The
continual
cooperation relating to dark tobacco .producThe U.S. Tobacco Agriculture pants' perspectives of social, ecobetween the department of agri- ers.
Leadership Develop Program held nomic and political systems and
culture at Murray State UniversiFellowship II duties specify that a commemoration program earlier how they affect tobacco and agrity and the U.S. Tobacco Compa- the student have a cooperative edu- this year to honor graduates of its culture.
ny has been exhibited to a great cation/internship experience with first class.
The class strives to improve
extent recently in various educa- U.S. Tobacco, or another firm or
Coordinated with the depart- participants' communication skills
tional ventures, such as the UST institution involved in dark tobac- ment of agriculture and complete- and increase their ability to anaScholarship/Fellowship Program co production or research.
ly funded by UST, this two-year lyze and resolve conflicts and comand UST Agriculture Leadership
It also specifies that a student program is designed to develop plex issues facing the tobacco indusDevelopment Program.
should teach or assist in classes the leadership skills of promising try and agriculture in general.
With MSU being the institu- related to dark tobacco production young dark tobacco producers,
tion of choice for many young and/or management.
It also works to increase the
young agribusiness persons and
tobacco producers and located in
scholarships Murray State University agricul- participants' leadership involvement
Undergraduate
the geographical center of the funded by the U.S. Tobacco Com- ture students.
and activities at the local, state
stakeholders and producers of dark pany in the amount of $2,000 each
or
national level for the benefit
The class is limited to 10-15
tobacco, the U.S. Tobacco Com- are awarded to 16 incoming MSU participants — with an emphasis of the dark tobacco industry.
pany.established a scholarship pro- freshmen and undergraduates.
A cooperative venture between
on increasing an awareness of issues
gram at MSU to assist students
Murray
State University and UST.
reeligible
to
Recipients are
and policies related to dark tobacin pursuing undergraduate and grad- apply each year, provided they co and other agriculture enterpris- it consists of educational seminars
uate degrees in agriculture.
at MSU — as well as various trips
have obtained a minimum GPA of es.
The
Fellowship
Program
c.
It serves to broaden partici- across the state and nation.
includes two segments, Fellowship •
I and II, *lath each offer'a$7,500
one-year fellowship to a graduate
by
student pursuing a masters degree
Professional Groomer, Paula Campbell
Open Monday
in agriculture.
By Appointment Only
thru
Fellowship I requires that a stuFriday 8-5
dent recipient conduct research
involving some aspect of dark
tobacco production and/or issues

Now $11,995

Stock # 99239

4.0 L,6 cyl. engine,30" Tires, A/C,PS/PB,
Antispin Diff.,Cassette w/Sound Bar, Tilt, Full
Size Spare
Was
$21,300

Now

18,995

Pet Grooming Service
(502) 753-6749

Westside Veterinary Service
1271 Robertson Rd. South, Murray

$ $$ $$$ $$ $

BLACK'S DECORATING
CENTER

Bra ii I, Mgr. $

1304,A Chestnut St.
Murray, KY
(270) 759-0310

$

$ Former Bankruptcies $
Welcome!

•$$ $ $$$$$$

Stock # 99346

VET
TALK

GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS SALE

by Dr. Ben Character
Screeeeeeeeeeeech...Thump!
This is a sickening sound when
the result is a pet that has been
hit by a car or truck.
11.
1.•

Everything Must Go
V-6, Auto, A/C,P/W,P/L,T/C, Cassette/CD,
Leather, Power Seat, Moon Roof

25% Off

seib
Frequently very traumatic accidents result in broken bones that
can be very painful When in
pain, even the friendliest animal
may bite. In these cases a large
towel to use as a sling, is a handy
tool for moving the animal to a
vehicle for transport

Regular Price

1271 Robertson Rd. South

753-6749

0 TOF :USr

•

L %I

Westside
Veterinary
Service

40
0
/0

Off

Was

$22,940

Air Compressors
Airless Sprayers
Pressure Washers
Parking Lot Marking Machines
Scaffolding • Ladders
1985 Chevrolet and 1990 Ford Trucks
Computers
Desk and
A Lot More Items
Two Numerous To Mention.

Now

$19 995

1999 Chrysler Sebring
JXi LTD Convertible

Pricc

Used Equipment at
Bargain Prices:

If you see active bleeding. pressure should be applied to the
area with a clean cloth Maintain
pressure for 4-5 minutes or until
the bleeding has stopped.
ft
sob

Brought to you as a public service by the veterinarians who
care for your animals at

Brushes,
Thinners, Covers,
etc. In Stock

All in Stock
Paint

There are several things that
can be done by you before and
during transport for care.

The most important thing to
remember under these conditions
is to remain calm, and contact
your veterinarian as soon as possible.

1999 Chrysler Sebring LXi
Coupe

701 South 4th Street • Murray, KY • 753-0839 or 436-2935
Monday - Friday 7 a.m.-5 p.m.

%

$

Din

•
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$ Pa

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS • GOING OUT OF BUSINESS • GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

s1

$ Heights Finance $
• Corporation $

Stock # 99354

V-6, Auto, A/C,Power Seats, P/W,P/L,
T/C,Cassette/CD, Leather, Chrome Wheels

Was
$29,145

Now $25,795

AU rebates deduced Taxes extra
( "Whatever It Takes. We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company.")

PEPP6EY
2400 E. Wood St.

ens

Dodge
Oa* Trmos

'PO
Dodge I

Paris, TN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816

I
Plymouth
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